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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
~Problem 
Basic to the social work process is a core of values and philo-
sophy that underlies the skills and techniques employed by social work 
practitioners in their daily work. So essential are these Talues to 
social work practice that hardly any book on skills, techniques, and 
methods for caseworkers, group workers, and community organization 
workers is complete without the mention or such values as human worth, 
the dignity or the individual, self-dete1'11lination, confidentiality, etc. 
This writer operates under the same belief stated by Herbert Bisno in 
"The Philosophy of Social Work": 
However, there are others, including this writer, who insist 
that the particular skills and proeeases of social wort
1 
take 
place within the framework ot an uderlying philosophy. 
There is also an explicit philosophy of values stated by the so-
2 
cial work professional organisation in public statement form. These 
values which the organization presents to the public as their guiding 
lights, are illlplici t in social work practice. In an inter-disciplinary 
graduate seminar at the Boston University Human Relations Center, ex-
amination or the values in the public statements of anthropology, 
1. Herbert Bisno, The PhilosoJ?hl ,2! Social Work, p. 1 
2. American Association of Social Workers, Standards for the Pro-
fessional Practice of Social Work. (This docU11l8ntis Del'n:g used 
by the .. latlon&l Xssociation ots'OCial Workers until they adopt 
their new standards in 1958). 
1 
education, religion, sociology, pQ'chology, psychiatry, and social work 
was undertaken by faculty Mmbers and graduate students from t.h.e re-
spective disciplines and professions. After many weeks discussion and 
exploration of the values related to the professions, it was suggested 
by some seminar members 'that their study had found gaps between the 
publicly stated values and professional practice. 3 Although the four 
social work participants partially objected to this statement in re-
lation to social work, it left the writer with the question of whether 
social workers are aware ot the values implied in their practice so as 
to take them into consideration of the action they employ. It also 
raises the question of how representative are the publicly stated values 
or the thinking· or social workers~ On another level, it raises the 
question or what consenaua alould b• .·expected by social workers in re-
lation to the action they would ~e, in situations where values are in 
conflict. 
It is therefore becoming incumbent upon the social work profession, 
as well as other professions, to discOVer methods for the ex~ation of 
practitioners' thinking on the values implicit in practice and to as-
seas their awareness of these implicit values. In social work Werner 
Boehm has ably stat-ed this nee! tor awareness. He states: 
In addition to skill and knowledge the social worker needs a 
philosophy, or to put it in other words, needs a conscious 
awareness of what he believes in, what his attitudes are toward 
social issues and why he takes this or that position. Such 
awareness will ~ot only give meaning and direction to his 
techniques and to his skills it will also provide him w1 th a 
3. Human Relations Center, Bost011 University, Pro-seminar Record, 
19S6-S7, Twentieth Meeting, Unpublished material. 
2 
4 
means of acquiring skills and techniques more readily. 
This study is an attempt to aid in the quest for effective means to 
elicit social workers' thinking on values and to assess their sensi-
tivity to the values implicit in their daily practice. 
Background ~ Related Information 
In recent years the problem of determining the value positions of 
professional and non-professional people has become the increased in-
terest of a number of social scientists. They have devised instruments 
for the purpose of rating the value positions of groupings in the popu-
lation. These tests have been administered to various professional 
groups, but the writer hasn't any kilowledge about the results obtained. 
. 5 
Fried Bales has devised an instrument known as a Value Profile. 
The instrument aims at rating the respondents on democratic values. Al-
though it has been administered to different professional groups, it is 
not geared to assess the specific values of the profession, but the sub-
ject's general positions on democratic values. This values test is of 
the multiple choice questionnaire variety, where the respondent answers 
a statement to the effect: agree, slightly agree, disagree, slightly 
disagree. 
Another values test, with simil;&r' mechanical arrangements, has 
been developed by Robert Chin. His instru.ent, known as. the Human Re-
6 
lation Values Inventory, tabulates responses to such items as inter-
4. Werner Boehm, "The Role of Values in Social Work," Jewish Social 
Service Quarterly, 26:4, June, 1950, pp. 429-438. 
5. Fried· Bales, Value Profile, Harvard University-, (printed). 
6. Robert Chin, Human Relations ,!!!!!! InTentorz, Boston University 
Human Relations Center. 
3 
4 
====~==============================================~~~---
vention, militancy, representation in planning, social science and 
social .values, values in conflict, and planning change. Like Bailes' 
instroaent, the Value Inventory has been administered to various groups 
in ·the population, including professionals. After further refinement 
ot the instrument Dr. Chin plans to compare siniilari ties and differ-
ences between professional group·s. This test, too, calls for .a re-
sponse to a series of statements in multiple choice .fashion. These in-
. . 
struments are eXamples of the type of attention social scientists have 
been giving to values. 
More simile to the kind· of exploration that is involved in this 
study, is a questionnaire developed by the Council on Social Work Edu-
cation. This instrument, entitled Project on Values and Ethics, em-
7 
bodies a series of value conflict situations. The respondent is asked 
to identity the social work values impli~it in the situations and chart 
a course of action for the workers involved in the situations. The 
questionnaire was sent to facultymembers in schools of social work. 
Although the writer doubts that it has been administered to social work 
practitioners, it is the only instrument he knows of available to the 
field of social work for the purpose of eliciting thinking on social 
values and ethics. This is one of the first steps in the quest cited 
above. 
Approach ~ !!! Problem 
As an approach to the problem of finding a method to elicit social 
7. Council on Social Work Education, Project on Values and Ethics, 
CurrieulUlll Study Questionnaire (mimeographed) 1957. -
workers 1 thinking on values and to assess their awareness of the values 
implicit in practice situations, the writer devised an instrument, 
interview guide, which contains value conflict situations and specific 
value questions of concem to social work. The instrument - to be dis-
cussed more fully in ·a· latert ehapter - is quite similar in idea and 
format to the questionnaire developed by the Council on Social Work 
Education. In essence, the writer's instrument allows for a greater 
breath of response, particularly in ,relation to the conflict situa-
tions. The responses to the ~itu~tions are,focused on theaction the re-
spondent would _take and why, and his general thinking about the values 
in the situations. 
With the use of an instrumen~ of this nature the purpose of the 
study is two fold: (1) to discover how effective the instrument is 
for eliciting content material on social work values and assessing the 
sensitivity of social workers to values, and (2) to discover what 
significant findings can be derived ~m the content material elicited 
. . •' ' . 
in this study. 
Research Questions 
Although one of the aims of ~lle study is to determine the value of 
this_ instrument~ naturally the bulk ~t the questions to be ~swered are 
focused on the content material to be elicited through the use of the 
instl'\llllent. How well the findings derived from this material answerer 
of the questions, will determine in part the value of the instrument. 
Therefore, the specific questions designed for this purpose are as 
follows: 
1. How sensitive are these twenty social workers to the 
values implied in the situations when asked to 
consider the action they would assume? 
2. In regard to aensititlty or awareness: Are 
there aqy significant differences between case-
workers and group workers? 
3. What action would these twenty social-workers 
take in conflict situations involving the values 
of confidentiality, self·determination and the 
right or the worker to cri tieize agency policy 
and join any organization he desires? What 
reasons do they- cite for their action? 
4. Are there any differences between workers liiJld 
executi vee in relation to th&ir action and ' 
reason in situations involving the rights or 
the worker to cri tieise ageney policy- and join 
any organization that he wants? 
5. Al-e there any differenQee between the group 
workers and the casdol"kers in reference to the 
action they would take iil the situations and 
their reasons for action? 
6. Are there any- differences in the way caseworkers 
and group workers see themselves operating in 
practice in relatio~ ~o helping individuals ad-
jU.t to environmentf.l, 'cOnditions (status quo) 
~d working to chanie.tlle. 8tatus quo?. ' 
-~ 7 ' ' 
~ 
1. What are the attitudes of these social workers 
about sectarian ag~ci's in relation to the . 
concepts of cultural aild religious group identi-
fication and intergroup relations? 
8. What concepts do these workers have of the middle 
class and middle class ruues in relation to so-
cial work values? 
Research Deei.ln 
Sample Selection. Selected tor this study were twenty professional 
social work supervisors, representing a range of different social agen-
cies in the Greater Boston Area. Selection of social work supErvisors 
was one of the criteria for the sanple because workers were wanted with 
considerable experience and standing in the field who would be on a 
6 
comparable experiential level. These twenty professionals were either 
supervisors of workers in their agencies or of students at sc~ools of 
social work. The group was composed of ten caseworkers and ten group 
workers. Twelve of these supervisors were executives and the other 
eight were workers. An attempt ~s made to obtain an equal number of 
executives and workers, but the need to meet other criteria made the 
task impossible. Since the study was undertaken with an exploratory 
focus it was felt that the sample should be representative ot the vari-
ous types of agencies in the caseWQrk and group work field. This meant 
the inclusion of sectarian, non-sectarian, specialized, and non-special-
iz.ed_ ~g~ncies i~ the Boston area •.. })ue ~o the limited sample a complete 
representation was not acquired but as much of a range of agencies as 
possible was included. · _Although obtaining a specific number of sec-
tarian agency workers w~s not one of the criteria,, a bre~down of the 
sample indicates that there are seven sectarian and twelve non-sectarian 
. 
agency workers. 
Table I lists the agencies represented in this study. 
II 
7 
Agency. 
TABLE I 
AGENCIES INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLE 
AID 
THE NUMBER OF WORKEBS INTERVIEWED 
I. Cuework 
Number of workers 
Public Welfare 1 
Family Service 1 
City Hoqi tal (children' a psyc~a\nc service 1 
Th~ Cli~c ... 1 
Beth Israel Hospital 1 
Church Home Society (Episcopal) 1 
Catholic Charities 1 
Vetenns' Administration Hospital 1 
Jewish Family and Children's SerYice 2 
II. Gro!P J!!!:! 
Cambridge COllllllUni ty Center 1 
Boston · C}ji:J,;~'n' s Services, Depar\lllent of Neighborhood Clubs 2 
Raxbury l~g~'borhood House 1 
Jewish Centers 2 
Y~ M. C. A. 1 
Girl Scouts 1 
Special Youth Project 8 . 1 Catholic Youth Organisation 1 
Method 
The data in this study were collected through the use of the in-
struaent in interview situations with twnty social work supervisors. 
These twenty respondents to the instrument were contacted for interview 
8. In the :Sos~n area there are no professional social workers in 
Catholic Youth Organization. Therefore, a group worker who had 
recen1;ly worked for the c. Y. 0. in Pittsburg before coming to 
Boston three months ago was asked to respond to the instrument 
out of this orientation. 
8 
appointments by the writer either personally or via the telephone. At 
that_ time ~he respondents were simply informed that the study was in 
connection with the vri ter' s tbesie on values in social work. The in-
strument was then given or sent to the respondents well in advance of 
the interview so that they could review the material and jot down notes 
which would facilitate the interview. Space was allowed after each 
question in the instrument for notes to be jotted down. 
Interview Procedures 
The writer opened the interview by briefly stating that the study 
was on values in social work and that he thought the best way to ellci t 
social workers' thinking on the subject was to construct situations 
where values were in conflict. The respondents were informed that the 
writer was interested in their general thinking on values, but were also 
told that he wanted to be able to "pin" them down as ~o what action 
they would take in the conflict situations. The respondents were then 
given the !attitude to either state the action they would take and 
then their reasons or vice versa. In order to help in the assessment of 
the respondents' awareness of the Yalues implied in the first two situa-
tions on confidentiality and self-determination, the responses were 
handled in a special fashion. This method will be discussed more fully 
in the chapter on method of analyst,. The interviews averaged from one 
to two hours in length. On a couple of occasions more than two hours 
were devoted to the interview. 
Qperational definitions 
The term instrument is used in the sense of a tool, employed to 
focus attention on a certain subject and to elicit responses to the 
9 
subject Jll&tter. The use of this term. is not intended to connote an 
apparatus for measurement purposes. {2) The term basic social !2!:! 
values, used in the instrument, refers to those core of values in social 
work which underlie the social work process. Specifically, such values 
as self-determination, contidenti~ty, dignity of' the individual, 
human worth, etc. (3) The term Erofessional social ~ values refers 
to the ethical code of the profession relating to the rights of the 
worker. 
For the purpose of a framework for the reader, a definition of 
value might be in order. Perhaps George Geiger's definition would be 
helpful: "That is, values are the outcome of human choices, of choices 
among competing human interests.• 9 
LiJili tations ~ · Scope 
First of all, it should be clearlr stated that this study is not 
of a definiti-ve nature •. Since a randOlll stratified sampling technique 
was used that included only social workers in the Greater Boston Area, 
the findings lll&Y only be relevant to supervisors in Boston, not to the 
social work field u a whole. The . -very limited size of the sample, due 
to lillli tations of time, raises the question of the advisability of say-
ing that the results are even representative of the professional social 
work supervisors in the Greater Boston Area. Therefore, it would be 
more appropriate to consider the results of this study more relevant to 
9. George Geiger, "Values and Social Science," The Joumal of' 
SQcial Issues, 2 ·· ·-.• Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 9, 1~ -
10 
the twenty social workers included in the stuqy and not capable of being 
generalized to include all social workers in the field. This limita-
tion, the size or the sample, also means that extreme caution should be 
taken in generalizing the r esul ts to include all the social workers in 
the Boston area. 
It should be borne in mind that the limited interview time and the 
amount of the material to be covered in the interview placedo:,the,·re-
spondents under some jressure, which might have some bearing on the 
data elicited. In other words, although the respondents were not total-
ly satisfied with their responses, they might have felt the need to 
move on to. another question due to the pressure of time and the amount 
of material to be covered. The writer feels that such an effect is 
minimal, but that this condition should be mentioned. 
It is well to state that the writer realizes the crudeness of the 
criteria used to assess the respondents' awareness of the values im-
plied in the situations presented in the instrument. Therefore, the 
findings derived from the data are not. purported to be definitive. This 
fact does not necessarily invalidate the idea of trying to assess aware-
ness of values. 
Other limitations of the study relate mainly to the instrument 
itself. These limitations are alluded to in the discussion or the 
construction of the instrument in Chapter III. 
Summary 
Inter-di~ciplinary discussion has raised the question of whether 
there are gaps between the values and philosophy claimed by a profession 
and the action taken by the professionals in practice. Therefore, there 
11 
is increasing interest by professions, among them social work, to sys-
tematically explore the thinking or practitioners on the values im-
plicit in their work and to assess their awareness of these values as 
explicitly stated by the professional organization. In an attempt to 
explore social workers' thinking on values, the writer devised an in-
strument for such purposes. The instrument was used in interviews with 
twenty professional social work supervisors, representing a range or 
agencies in the Greater Boston Area. Ten caseworkers and ten group 
workers were included in the group of twenty. With the use of the in-
strument and a particular interview procedure the writer elicited mater-
ial relative ·to the thinking or the reepondents on social work values and 
their awareness or values. The 1imi ta.tions and exploratory nature of the 
study ruled out the possibility of a definitive study - results that 
could be generalized to include all the social workers in the Greater 
Boston Area or the social work field. The findings have more relevance 
to the twenty social workers interViewed. The assessment of awareness 
was merely an attempt to explore an idea, therefore, no conclusive 
statement is made about the awareness of the twenty social workers in 
the study. 
12 
CHAPTER II 
' SOCIAL WORK VALUES 
-------
Since the focus of .the study is c.entered around social work values, 
it would be well to state the values as found in the social work li-tera-
ture. Such a survey would probably be a helpful background for the 
understanding of the conflict situations in the instrument. More em-
phasis will be given to the values focused upon in this study. 
Value .2! Confidentiality 
One of the basic values in social work is the right of the client 
to confidentiality of the material revealed to·the worker in the treat-
ment process. This value is frequently cited in the social work litera-
ture. The American Association of Social Workers states that the worker 
should: 
Respect and safeguard the right of persons served to privacy 
in their contacts with the agency and to confidential and re-
sponsible use of the information they giva.l 
In relation to "responsible use of the information" given by the client 
to the worker, there has been considerable debate in the social work 
field, particularly in casework with regard to the use of the Social 
Service Inw. In 1949 Charlotte Towle wrote ·in connection with the 
Social Service Exchange and the client's right to confidentiality: 
The woridng principles for ethical practice in accordance with 
current casework ideology are as follows: • • • ( 2) We go be-
yond the client to others, if possible, only with his permission 
1. American Association of Social Workers, op. cit., p. 5. This docu-
ment is being used by the National Association of Social Workers 
until they adopt their new standards in 1956. 
13 
and almost never without his knowledge in those situat~~ns 
where his permission is not given. The exceptions here are 
in some rare instances of mental incompetence and occasional-
ly in work with children •••• (4) In all our work with col-
lateral, we are careful to safeguard our confidential rela-
tionships with the client. This implies (a) that we do not 
give information beyond the client's permission or knowledge 
(b) that we do not give information beypnd what the collateral 
must know in order to be an intelligent informant or a help-
ful participant in treat.m.ent;' and (c) that we do not_ se\k in-
formation beyond what we need te know in order to help. 
This statement represents t~,.etRPhasis, that social workers place 
on the value and the worker's re~•ibiU ty for his behavior in re-
gard to confidential material. 
Value of Self-determination ----..o..;o.;..o.=;;.;;...~-
Another one of the basic vall).eli'~in ·social work is the right of the 
client to self.;determination. This' value -is expressed in the A.A~s.w. 3 
OQcle ~ Ethics, saying that social workers should: 
Accept the right of persons served to make their own de-
cisions and to act tor themselves .unless they freel7 give 
authority to the agenc7 or unless' the agency must act in a 
protective role in1.order to 41ateguard the persons served 
and the cOlllllluni t7. '+ ·· 
Grace do,rle states that the greup should become "self-guiding."S 
Wilson and R7iand state in relation to the philosophy of th~ ~worker that 
he ·helpf! th~,¥ldividUal and the g:rollR ."through his ability tp support 
the individuals and the group in making and carrying out their own 
decisions.n6 
2. Charlotte Towlet "The Client'• Rights· and Use of the Social Service 
Exchange," Social Service ReYiew, 23:1, p.l$, Mareht 1949. 
3~ American Aissociation of Social Workers will from this p(;int on be 
denoted by A.A.S.W. 
4. American Association of Social Workers, op. cit.t p. 5. 
S. Grace Co7le, Group~!!! Democratic Group Experience, p. 173. 
6. Gertrude Wilson and Gladys R,-landt Social Group~ Practice, p. 23. 
Here in these three references is seen the essence of this value that 
grants to the individual the right to choose their own destiJ!lies J choose 
their own goals and behave so as to move in the direction of their ch~en 
goals. It is well to note that the A.A.S.W. 's statement implies limita-
tiona in regard to self-detendning behavior that is harmful to the speci 
fie individual and the eo.\Uli. 't7. 
Values ~ "Adjustment" !!'!!! "Chann" 
More and more in the social work literature is found reference to 
the eocial work value of helping indi viduala adjust to environmental 
conditions. Also is fomd the value of changing the status quo or en-
vironmental realities to which pee»ple have to adjust. These values are 
pointed up by Werner Boehm in his discussion of "The Role of' Values in 
Social Work." -He .• tates: 
Since the loeial work profess:iOxi has; largely overcome the past 
artificial separation of its ,c~ivities,into environmental and 
emotional processes and has recocaise~ ~he inter-relationship 
between the. two it might begin to discern more perspicaciously 
where adjustment means change of culture or change of the in-
dividual and where it means gi~ . strength to a person to bear 
the inevitable strain whi.ch an implacable cul tqn sometimes im-
poses and cannot always be readily eliminated.7 
'"! .. 
The N.A.S.W. Sub-c0111J1ittee of the Commission on Social Work Prac-
tice recently explored the i111plieatioo.11 ·of these values for ~oeial wort 
practice. In a consideration of ~~s in social work they asked the 
following queries: 
Is the role of social work exclusively that of a stabilizer, 
i.e. of helping people adjust, to established norms, or are 
1. Boehm, Werner, op. cit., p. 437. 
-----
lS 
we also and significantlY' social change agents? Is the content 
of social adjustment largel7 that of the individual adapting to 
his environment or is our concept that of two (individual and 
the social setting) dynamic and interacting realities guided bJ" 
values that appl7 to both. If so, 'ere are substantial im-
plications for social work practice. 
For the purposes of the study the writer is using the term "double focus" 
to denote as an essential part of our social work values both the aspect 
of helping individuals adjust to environmental condi tiona and working to 
change environmental realities where it is deemed necessary. 
Value~ Human Worth~ Dignitz!! ~Individual 
Mention of the basic values ~~ social work would not be complete 
without reternce to the value of human worth. The A.A.s.w. statement 
indicates the prominence of this value stating that social work's prin-
ciples and objectives arise from and are closely identified with: "Firm 
faith in the di~ty, worth and creative power of the individual." 9 This 
value means that merel7 due to an individual's existence that he has ,a 
human worth that cannot be diminished ·by social status 1 environmental con-
ditions, etc. Because of the individual's worth he has a right to main-
. ·- -~ . 
tain a certain dignity. This wlue is at the core of social work philoso-
phy. 
Right~~ Worker~ Belong to Organi5ations 
In the social work pr.ofession there are also values that refer 
to the rights of the social worker. Since these are the values set down 
8. S'\lb-Commit~e on Trends, Issuea, and Priorities of the Commission 
on Social Work Practice, N.A.s.w., (mimeographed), p. 8 
9. American Association of Social Workers, !E.:. cit., p. 3. 
Ibid., p. 1$. 
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in the social work profession's code of ethics; they are referred to 
here as professional social work values. One of these values relates 
to the right of the worker to belong to any organization he desires. 
The A.A.S.W. 's statement under the "Rights of the Worker" gives the 
worker: 
The right of association and membership in any organization, 
including the right to engage, in eny organizationat0or political actiVity and to be a candidate :tor public office. 
!!!! Risht _2! the Worker to Criticize !seney Policy 
Another one of the professional values in social work is the right 
of the worker to criticize agency policy. In relation to this value, 
the A.A..s.w. states that social workers have: 
The right, in eases of disagreeMat with the agency policy, 
to appeal to the wider communi ~y on the basis of objeeti ve 
and substantial evidence and only a:tter all efforts to ef-
fect change has been made through the agency and profession-
al channels. ll 
There are more professional values of this nature referring to the 
right of the worker to join a lDlion, and advocate, support, or oppose 
12 
legislation which will not be spe~l~ out here. 
10. Ibid. 2 p. 1$. 
11. Ibid. 2 p. 1$. 
12. Ib~d •• p. 1$. 
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CHlPl'ER In 
THE INSTRUMENT 1 
PlgPose .2! !.!!! Chapter 
Realizing that this study on values in social work is a pioneer 
effort in the field, the vri ter feels . that the instrument 2 by which the 
data were collected might be more significant than the actual findings. 
The writer knows of no other instrument available to the field of social 
work, with the exception of a recent questionnaire sent to faculty mem-
bers at schools of social work by the Council on Social Work Education, 3 
for the purpose of systematically understanding social workers' value 
positions and their general thinking on the subject. Therefore, it 
might be valuable for the reader, especialq those persons who assume a 
similar task, to be acquainted with some of the thinking that led to the 
formulation and construction of each question in the interview guide. 
The intention here is to answer some of the basic questions which many 
readers who critically examine the ,.instrument might ask themselves. Such 
questions as: 
l. Why do these questions appear in this particular form? 
2. How does the question focus the conflict? 
3. What is the rationale for having caseworkers respond 
to question A-1 on confidentiality? 
1. See instrument, interview gUide, in the Appendix, p. 
2. See operational definitions.in Chapter I, p. 9, for the writer's use 
of the term instrument in this study. 
3. Comcil on Social Work Education, 3!.:. £!!:. 
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4. Why are there different questions for caseworkers 
and group workers in question A-2 on self-deter-
mination? 
5. What is the general thinking underlying the formu-
lation and construction of these questions? 
Mention of the interview procedure used with the aid of the instru-
ment might help give the reader a better understanding of the construc-
tion of the instrument. The respondent was asked to describe the action 
he would assume in the conflict situation and his reasons for action. 
In relation to the first two questions the respondents were also asked 
to give their general thinking on_the value~ implied in the situations. 
In order to focus the respondent's attention on the value conflict dur-
ing response to the situations, the writer found it necessar.y to ask 
questions for focus purposes. This aspect of the procedure is spelled M, 
along with the technique used in order to assess awareness, in full 
description of . the interview proc~ure in the cllapter on method of 
anal,-.a:i-a_?. 
Question !:! - !!!!! ~ Confidentiality 
You have just left your first meeting with one of the 
groups at the agency. The group is composed of eight teen-
age boys who have been engaged in a pattem of delinquent 
behavior in the community. Doring the meeting a couple of 
the boys mentioned that they didn't llke the way the proprietor 
of the corner drug store screamed at them this afternoon for 
loitering around the entrance to the store. The group pounced 
on the idea of beating up the proprietor tomorrow night at 
closing time. You attempted;_to help ~pe group realize 1;.hat 
their proposed plan was not an adequate solution to the problem 
and pointed out the trouble they cou]..~ get into as a result of 
such behavior. One of the boys re~ted,. 11lfo one is going to 
call us 'no good bums' for minding our own business." You sug-
gested alternative ways for dealing constructively with the 
situation. Although the 'bo7a agreed with your suggestion, you 
now have the feelirig that they llight c~ out their original 
plan. What do you see -. your professional responsibility at 
this stage? · 
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In const~cting a question focused on confidentiality, placing 
this value in conflict with the worker's concern' for the protection of 
the individual and his responsibility to the community, the writer had 
a number of objectives in mind. He wanted a question situation that 
(1) gave the respondent an opportunity to either focus on diagnostic 
sld.lls and treatment techniques or on the implied. value considerationsJ 
and (2) a situation that didn't blatantly point up the value of confi-
dentiality. It was thought that a value readily identifiable wouldn •t 
be appropriate if a real test of awa.reateas was to be undertaken. The 
question was believed suitable to assess the respondents" awareness 
of the value of confidentiality and to eli~it their genetal thinking in 
relation to the value. 
In constructing this s.i tuation the writer stated that it was the 
"first" meeting with the group in order to east the worker into the po-
sition of not having a real relationship and knowledge of the group. This 
eliminated the possibill ty of the worker diagnosing the threat with any 
assurance. The worker is thus left w1 th the question: Is this . serious 
business or testing? This emphasizes the need for action on the worker's 
part because of the uncertainty. The worker in the situation is then 
left with twenty-tour hours to work, in Ill effort to determine if he 
would use this time for addit.ional work llith the group or for informing 
parents, the propretor, or the law enforcement authorities. By not making 
the possible danger a more immediate l"eality (for example, that same 
evening) the respondent is given an opportunity to show how his considera-
tion or techniques and skills and value considerations are manifest in 
his profeseienal assessment of the total situation. 
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The rationale for not having a separate confidentiality question 
for caseworkers is that the writer had difficulty constructing a similar 
case to meet the criteria that he set up for this question. He thought 
seriously about constructing a situation around the use .of the Social 
Service Index, but realized that the Index strongly connotes the matter 
of confidentiality for most caseworkers. It would clearly illustrate the 
issue of confidentiality which would probably have implications for the 
test of awareness. A.l though it was realized that the setting of the 
question put caseworkers at a disadvantage, since they are more oriented 
to casework situation, the writer felt that the question points to quer-
ies about the meaning of confidentiality in social work that it was sen-
sible to have both group workers and caseworkers respond to it. 
Question A-2 - Value of Self-determination 
1. (~ sroup workers) 
You are working with a young adult group that has decided 
to give a party in the agency. They have also decided that 
they want to serve liquor in the punch as a part of the re-
freshments. Serving liquor at parties is against the agency 
policy. What is your professional responsibility in this si tua-
tion? 
In constructing questions around the value of self-determination 
referred to in the preceding chapter, the writer wanted situations that 
dealt with the value on two levels. Therefore, situations with differ-
ent kinds of lillitations were employed. The situation for group workers 
illustrates this first level dealing with limitations in relation to 
specific agency rules and regulations. This type of limitation is al-
most perfunctionar,r, not requiring a great deal of deliberation as to 
whether it should be imposed. The writer has the impression that group 
workers deal more in this realm than caseworkers, since they are more 
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concerned with House rules, etc. The writer does not mean to say that 
limitations of this nature don't operate in the casework realm. Since 
the limitation of agency policy in this situation clearly implies the 
action that the worker should take, it was thought that the respondents 
would automatically indicate their action without consideration of the 
value or self-determination implied. This design is gea.J;'ed to the test 
ot the respondents' awareness of values. 
2. (f2!: caseworkers) 
You are a caseworker in a hospital. A client who you are 
seeing has cancer and the doctors have informed you that she is 
in immediate need of an operation to stave off the poss,.bili ty 
of a malignant growth from g,tting into the blood stream. Such 
a spread would cause eventual death. In your· attempts to help 
the clignt accept the need for the operation you have run into 
a screen of resistance devised by the client. The doctors 
called you into conference this morning and told you that if 
you are unable to get the client into the operation room by next 
week it might be too late to. save the client's life. They sug-
gested, as. an emergency measure, that you might circumvent the 
client and get the client's relatives to put pressure on her to 
consent to the operation. At you see your professional responsi-
bility, what would you do? Why? 
This question was also focused on the value of self-determination. 
Implied here is the limitation of self-determination in ordeT to prevent 
death. Limitations of this nat~ are quite different from the kind 
noted in the group work question. The employment of such limitations 
in order to prevent death requires a different level of professional 
discretion and doesn't have the perfunctionary flavor noted in the group 
work situation. This question is, therefore, designed to see if the 
respondents consider the "emergency measure" suggested by the doctors 
as a violation of self-determination. The important words in the ques-
tion are: "circlD!lvent the client to get the client's relatives to put 
pressure on her to consent to the operation." This wording suggests 
that the "emergency measure11 migh~ be a violation of self-determination. 
The 11hypothetical" procedure of having the doctors tell the social 
worker to contact the relatives was necessa~ in order to focus the 
conflict on the value of self-determination and the~ue of the preser-
vation of life. As mentioned above in connection with question A-1, 
the writer was attempting to get a situation that allows for a range 
of response in order to determine the initial awareness or recognition 
of the value implied. 
Question ~ - 11Double Focus" 
It appears in another aspect of values that social 
work has what might be called a double focus. On one hand, 
social workers adhere to the status quo - helping persons 
adjust to environmental conditions. On the other side, as 
change agents, social workers adhere to the value of chang-
ing the status quo. What aspect of this "double ·rocus" do 
you feel you are most directly concerned with in your prac-
tice? 
This question was constructed against the background or the state-
ments made by the N.A.S.W. Sub-committee and Werner Boehm, which are 
mentioned in the preceding chapter. The term 11 double focus" was used 
to point up the contrast between the value or helping individuals to 
adjust to the demands of environmental conditions and the value of 
working to change environmental conditions to more closely meet the 
needs of the individual. The writer wanted to know how the caseworkers 
and group workers viewed these values as operating in their daily prac-
tice. Essentially the question asks: What weight do the respondents 
place on both aspects of this "double focus?" 
~ation !:! Right £! ~ Worker to Belong ~ Organizations 
There are two professional workers in your agency; one is a 
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member of the Communist party and the other is a member of 
the White Ci tis ens' Council (pro-segregationalist group) • 
These· workers openly let it be known to the staff that they 
are associated with these organizations, but they don't at-
tempt to spread any propaganda to the clients they come in 
contact with during their agenq work. They carry on their 
activities with these organisations outside of the agency. 
On the whole, these workers are individuals with excellent 
professional skills and have ·good records with the agency o 
!s a professional agency worker what would you do about these 
workers' outside activities. ' Wh7? 
This question was focused on _the professional value of the worker's 
right to belong to any organization t-hat he desires, as explicitly sta-
ted by the professional organizatio~. This value was placed in conflict 
with the philosophies of these two organizations which are incompatible 
w1 th social work values. The rationale tor using the Communist Party 
and the White Citizens' Council is because these orgmizations are held 
up to t}uestion and yet . they are legal bodies o Placing these two workers 
in the same agency situation, is not an attempt to lump them together, 
so to speak, _as though to equate them. The writer started to only in-
clude a Communist in the situation, but realized at some points Communist 
philosophy is similar to that of social work (i.e. equality of the indi-
vidual, etc o ) , yet at the point of method there is a gross difference o 
For this reason, it was felt that some workers might deny that there is 
an incompatibility between the two phil:osophies, in an attempt to es-
cape the conflict in the situation o S~ce it is also possible that some 
workers may have worked with Communists during th' depression days, 
there might be a tendency to escape the conflict by pointing to in-
stances where Communists were known to haTe performed "good" social work 
service. 
: ~ '- <7; l : }, :. ; ~'. 
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The inclusion ·of the White Citizens' Council worker was to focus 
attention on the problem of incomp'-tibilj.~;r, since the pro-s,gregation-
alist philosophy runs counter to the social work value ot the digni t;r or 
the individual and hUlllan worth. The reason that this worker wasn't in-
eluded alone was because the writer, being a Negro, felt that some ot 
the respondents in the interview situation might reel pressed to sa;r that 
they would take action against the pro-segregationalist worker. The in-
clusion of the C011111lU!list was to therefore balance the situation in this 
regard. 
Question·.!:! - Right ~ .!!!, wjrter ~ Cri tize Agenc7 Polic7 
There· is a worker in rcn\t-, ag•c;r Who has joined forces· 
with a group in the co•unit7 to bring· about the change: or 
an agenc7 policy of which he is very critical. He has attempted 
to work out his dissatisfactions w1 th the policy within· the 
agency bT. spealdng with the ~rector, the board, and start mem-
. b~rs. Finding no satis!aetiort· through this method he has· de-
cided that his only recourse ts to j()in forces with thi(J group. 
He has blaated the agenc7 policy in the local communi t;r council. 
What would, ;you attempt to do .. ~ou~ this worker's behavior. Why'? 
~ ~. . . . . . .. ! . ·-· . 
This ques~on was stimulated b7 the A.A.s.w. 's statement on the 
. I. . . .· 
right of the vqrker to criticize .gen¢1. ~licr. 4 Therefore, this sit-
~-. ·• ' ' ~; I ' . 
uation was design•d where this expJ49i~ .Ji~t was in conflict with 
. . . ... . ··~· . . .. . .. ' . 
lo;ral t;r to the ageney and the upholding of its policy. The action that 
the respondents· indicate they would take and their reasons tor their 
action was to delllOnstrate to what degrie the;r coincided with the pro-
fessional values stated b;r the pretessio~~ organization. 
4. Ibid., E.:. lS. 
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Question C-1 - Sectarian Agencies ~ Values 
Some people feel that sectarian agencies which place 
emphasis on the value of identification with a cultural or 
religious group are by the nry nature of' their programs 
imposing barriers to ef'f'ecti Ye inter-group relations. Do 
you believe this is true? Is there a ccmf'lict between 
inter-group relations and cultural or religious group identi-
fication? 
The wr1 ter feels that this q••tion was poorJ.y worded because it 
might put sectarian -aencyworkers on the defensive. Nevertheless, 
question was used in this form because the writer had difficulty for-
mulating an~ constructing another qlt88tion to obtain the information he 
was after. 
Theoreticall,-, sectarian agencies that place emphasis on the value 
of' cultural and religious group identification do so with the purpose 
of' making the indirldual secure and c011f'ertable with his own group. 
The strength tlu.t the indi rldual acquires through this identification 
is supposed to enable him to move • oat and engage in social actiVities 
and. co:mnnmication with ot.her cultural and religious groups. The writer 
was trying to diseo•er it the workers feel that ·the agency programs, 
which prorlde such identification, are hindering moTement out into iriter-
group relations, and indirectl,- contributing to isolation among groups. 
In this sense the writer wants to 1alow it the workers see a conflict be-
tween the two concepts: inter-group relations and cultural and religious 
group identitication. It is believed that this question has more bearing 
on group work agencies due to tbe nature of their group programs • 
...o:Quer.;;;;;s;;.;t;.;;;i;.;;;on;;; ~ - !!:!! Middle Class !!!!,! Social ~ Values 
Some people have clailled that social work values are those 
of' the .Jdddle class. Do you think social work values are 
those of the middle class? 
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In terms or response this question leaves a great deal to be 
desired. The overwhebdng difficulty is, what is the definition or the 
Jdddle class? What are middle class values? This aspect of the question 
is apt to limit the possibility of workers answering it easily. The 
stimulus for this question c•e trem another series of queries posed by 
the Sub-Committee of the CommissiOn 0n Social Work Practice: 
To what extent are social work values those or the middle class? 
Do the latter influence us too much in the selection of board 
and committee members and even ill the norms we perhaps un-
consciously follow in service .. t() people? Do we heed enough 
lower class values in such matter& as appointments, coming to 
our buildings and the like? •re there significant areas in 
which we differ from the middled class, such as the "cult or 
success?" If' so, what is done and should be done to relate 
our values to those or the cui ture in which we function and 
which supports us? 5 · · 
Due to the limited interview time, SOJie of the vital an~ specific 
concerns indicated in this series· of q11estions couldn't be dealt with. 
Therefore, the question was left in exploratory form for . the puzpose of' 
obtaining a global response on an impressionistic level. The writer is 
concerned with the worker's conception or the middle class and middle 
class values, since the type of' statement incorporated in the question 
is frequently leveled·at social wbrk. 
Question C-3 - Controversial Value Questions 
. -
What do you think are the controversial value questions 
confronting social workers t~; · ... 
This is. an optional question designed to discover the kinds or 
awareness social workers have or the many value questions confronting 
them today• 
5. Sub-Coaittee on Trends, Issues, and Priorities of' the Commission 
or Social Work Practice, ~ cit., p. 8·. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MEtHOD .Q! ANALYSIS 
Betore presenting the findings of the study it would be well to 
consider the methods employed in the analysis of the data. A content 
analysis was performed in an effort to o_rder t~e findings so that they 
answered the research questions posed in Chapter I. Therefore, methods 
of content analysis vary with each question in the instrument so that 
the findings make available to the :reader the needed material. Each 
question will be dealt with as to the particular method employed, in the 
order in which they appear in the instrument. 
Interview Procedures 
It would be well to spell out here the way in which the data were 
collected thrQugh the use of the interview since it bears so closely on 
the method of analysis employed. After the study was introduced as an 
attempt to obtain social workers' thinking on values in relation to 
practice situations, the writer led into the first question in the in-
strwnent. The respondents were informed that the situations were con-
structed around value conflicts. In relation to the first two questions, 
focused on confidentiality and self-determination respectiv~ly, the re-
sponses were handled in a special fashion. The initial response was 
first recorded. This included the respondents' initial reactions to the 
si tuationa which continued in duration until they had indicated the 
action they w()uld take and the reason why they would take this action. 
Tben the second re!eonse was recorded. This response was i~itiated by 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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the writer who stated: 11You realize that this situation is focused on 
the value of confidentiality ••• or self-determination." Then the re-
spondent was asked what his thinking was on the value in question, using 
the situation as a background. 
During the initial response to the situations, the writer asked 
certain questions that attempted to focus the value conflict and retain 
the respondents at the threshold of choice. The questions for each sit-
uation were as follows: 
Question!:! (Confidentiality) -
1. Would you inform the authorities and why? 
2. If you were going to inform the authorities would 
you tell the boys of your intended action to do so? 
3. It so, why' would you tell them? 
4. If' the boys persisted in wanting to carry out their 
plan what would ;rou do? 
Question !:! - cueworkera - (Self-determination) 
1. Would you use the _.rgency measure suggested by 
the doctors and con.taei the relatives? 
2. If you planned on contacting the relatives would 
you consult the client first? 
3. Suppose the client asked you not to consult with the 
relative' because it was h.er decision - what would 
:rou do? 
Question !:! ~ !:,! (Righ$8 !! j!! aocial worker) 
1. To the worke ra: If' the director asked the staff to 
wte on whether to keep the workers where would you 
atand? 
To the executi vea: Would JOU ask the workers to 
resign? 
It Should be noted here that these questions were not asked until 
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the writer felt that there was a aeed to focus attention on the value 
conflict or unless the writer tel t that the response didn 1 t cover the 
material he was after. Therefore, the questions were employed only 
after the respondent was given opportunity to explore his thinkiag in 
reaction to the situation. 
Anall!is ~ Questions 
1. Awareness .!!: Values 
For question A-1, the one in'YOlving the group of adolescent boys 
who plan to beat up the proprietor, the initial responses were first 
analyzed. An attempt vas made to assess the respondents 1 awareness or 
the value of confidentiality implied in the situation. The assessment 
of their awareness or the value· of oonfidenti.ality was based on the 
following criteria: 
1. Definite mention of the value or confidentiality. 
2. Mention of concern With establishing a trust re-
lationship vi th the~ group. 
3. Use of the term conf'idence, in relation to the 
group and intormiDg the authorities. 
It would be well to illustrate how these criteria were applied to 
the initial responses. Here are two ot the initial responses obtained: 
I would tell the group that I would like to talk to the 
proprietor" to let him know that his ·lMhari.or had angered 
them. I wouldn t.t tell the proprietor that they intended 
to beat him up. . It you take such . action without telling 
the kids you lose their confidence. If the group persisted 
I would tell them of the llUtual responsibility involved in 
their condlict. I ·cannot tell the proprietor all the kids 
have done or plmmed because I l)Joul.d violate confidentiality. 
I don 1t think that I would do 81'lything as tar as intol'11i.11g 
the proprietor because this is soae\bing kids talk about and 
wouldn't do. It they are tree enough to talk about it and 
let out;_:th.eir:.re~lings then t4ey vould,be less likely to 
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carry out the act. Telling would hurt the relationship vi th 
tlw llVUP - they would be angxy and withdraw because they 
cO\lldn 't trust you. I realiae that 113" not telling would be 
a calculated risk. 
Applying the criteria to these two example• it can be seen why the re-
sponses were assessed as "positive", indicating awareness of the value 
of conf'identiality implied in the situation. In the first example there 
J 
is definite mention of the value ot confidentiality. Also coinciding 
with the criteria is mention ot loeing the group's confidence by telling 
what the group had planned to do to the proprietor. The second example 
was assessed as indicating avarenen ot the value due the :mention of the 
word trQt in reference to the reepondent 's concern about losing a re-
lat.ionship with tbe group. This is one of the criterion mentioned above. 
Therefore, it. should be clear wb7 these responses were classified in the 
awareness cat.ego1'7. The response only has to meet one cri t.erion to be 
assessed positive. The following exaiiples will illustrate how the cri-
teria were used to assess the responses as negative, indicating no aware-
ness of the value of confidentiality: 
I would make lJ7selt available the evening of the planned attack 
and try to get the group into SOile activity which is socially 
acceptable. It they persist in doing this I would tell the pro-
prietor and the police as a •ana ot protecting them. 
I would let the members lmow that .I would inform both the police 
and the store owner. I cannot allow physical attack on other 
human beings. It I allow them to bef.t up the proprietor you 
aren't helping them. They•ldJ.l becOile anxious because the adult 
canJt''Control. It may destroy.,. relationship with the group 
but I don't think it will unless they are really disturbed. This 
way the boys get the picture ot an adult who is willing to stick 
himself out to protect the boys ad SOIIleone else. 
9n the basis of the criteria these two responses do not indicate 
-·· awareness of the value •.. There isn't any material here that meets the 
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criteria. There is no mention of the value of confidentiality, confi-
dence or a trust relationship. In the second example it is clear that 
the respondent's focus is on his responsibility to protect the indi-
vidual members and the community,. When the respondent says that his 
proposed action, informing the police and the proprietor, may destroy 
his relationship with the group - the writer is not certain that he 
means that he will lose their trust or confidence. Therefore, the re-
sponse is classified as negative. 
For the group work question in A-2, where a group or young adults 
wanted to serve liquor at a party in the agency, the following criteria 
were employed: 
1. Definite mention of the value of self-determination. 
2. Indication that the respondent would help the 
gro-up bring their thinking to bear on the policy 
making process in reference to the liquor rule • 
. 3. Shock response by the workers when the writer 
mentioned that the situation was focused on the 
value of self-deter.ination. 
The second criteria seems to be valid on the rationale that if the 
worker would help the group bring their thinking to bear on the policy-
making process then there would be some regard for self-determination, 
since this is a step in helping the group realize their ow.n choices and 
desires. To merely tell the group that they can't serve liquor because 
of agency policy doesn't indicate to this writer cognizance of the 
value of selt-detel"JJIination. In relation to the third criterion listed, 
the writer is alluding to the surprise l'e&ction by some respondents 
when he mentioned that the situation was focused on the value of self-
determination, as he led the intemew to the second response phase. 
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The shock reaction was either communicated through facial expressions or 
utters of 110h.". At times the respondents said: "I didn't think of that" 
(the value implied). This shock reaction indicated that the respondents 
weren 1 t aware of this value when arriving at the action they would take. 
In cases where the responses included both the second and third ere-
terion, the latter naturally cancelled out the possibility of awareness. 
Here are some examples that will demonstrate the application of the cri-
teria. 
I would make it clear what the poJ.icy of the agency is.· and why. 
If they disag~ee they should have the opportunity to discuss 
it and if there is a House coasensus against it, I would help 
them make their point before the board. As an immediate problem 
they have to abide by the rules ot the House. 
I would provi~e a situation where I would ( 1) adequately con-
front them with the agency policy. (2) Otter them the oppor-
tunity to discuss their decision and 1 ts implications for them 
and the agency. It they persisted I would let themselves have 
the liquOJ'i Because this is a young Jdul t group I have enough 
security that the, would have enough maturity to discuss their 
decision. and given that the,y should aesume responsibility for 
a decision. 
It is probably clear why these responses were assessed positive. 
In the first example the respondent's a~est to help the group bring 
their thinking to bear on the board so according to the writer's rationale, 
there is 80Jile awareness of the self-determination, although the value 
isn 1 t de.f'ini tely mentioned. In the second example the respondent 18 will-
ingness to let the group decide in epite of agency policy seems to indi-
cate self-determination to the fullest extent. 
The following example will illustrate the negative assessment of a 
response: 
I would interpret their responsibility to the agency. It isn't 
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a question for them to decide. They just can't have it as 
far as the policy of the agency is concerned. If they are 
not clear why and how policy is made this should be explained. 
According to the criteria this response indicated that the respondent 
wasn't aware of the value of self-determination. The fact that it is 
felt that this isn't a question !or the group to decide seems to indi-
cate action-wise the implication of unawareness of the value. There 
was no direct mention of the value or evidence of helping the group to 
express their dissatisfaction to the policy-making branch of th~ agency. 
For the casework situation in Ques"on A-2, where a client with 
cancer is resisting the social worker's attempt to help her accept the 
need for an operation, the following criteria were employed: 
1. Definite mention of the value of self-determination. 
2. Would tell the relatives only with consent of the 
client. 
3. Mention that this was the client's ~ decisiOn or 
choice. 
The following examples will de110nstrate the application of the 
criteria: 
If the doctors want to put pressure on the relatives it would 
have to be his decision and aetion. I can't allow him to put 
me in the position of putting pressure on the relatives. She 
(the client} has a right to deMmine to die. 
In the final analysis this is the WOJilan' s own decision. We 
can neTer force people to haTe an operation - we can encourage 
them. I would use the relatives - getting them to get her to 
have the operation. There would be an assessment made of the 
relatives contacted. 
On the basis of the criteria these two responses were assessed as posi-
tive, indicating awareness of the value of self-determination. In the 
first example, the meeting of the criteria is clear as the respondent 
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stated that the client has a right to determine to die. In the second 
response, the meeting of the criteria is evident as the respondent says 
that having the operation is "the woman's own decision." According to 
. the rationale of the writer this illdicates awareness. 
The next example will illustrate the assessment of a response as 
negative. 
I would put pressure on the relati~••· Put the fear of God 
into them. Belati ves have a responlibili ty-. There is a 
medical reality- here - I hate to eee someone destroy- them-
selves if there is a possibilit7 of living. 
In this response there is no mention of the value and a definite 
indication that the worker is going to put pressure on the client's rela-
tives without the client's consent d~e to his concern for the client's 
life. This proposed action implies unawareness of the value of, confi-
dent:i.alit7. 
2. Description of Action 
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The initial responses in the fir~Jt two questions were analyzed for I 
the action the respondents would 1iake and why they would take this action ·I 
In relation to the action or behavior the results were tabulated, fo-
cused on that action which had moat relevance to the value undeT con-
sideration. Therefore, in the first.·qtiest.ion the respondents' B.ction in 
relation to telling or not telling the authorities is recorded. 
In the second que1tion for caseliorken, the action in reference to 
consulting the relatives with or without the client 1 s consent has rele-
vance to the value of self-detend.Jlation and is so charted. 
The action pattems seen in the initial responses are presented in 
... typical response form. The typical responses are the actual responses 
I 
recorded during the interview in reaponse to the instrument which il-
lustrate the major trends seen in the data. The first two questions 
are divided into two segments' the typical initial responses and the 
typical second responses. The modal initial reeponses contain the 
action the respondents would take and their reasons for their action. 
The modal second responses are the general thinking of the respondents 
about the value of confidentiality ~d self-determination against the 
background of the first two questions. Each trend has been presented 
in. order to illustrate the type of material and varied responses that 
the instrument can ilicit. For this reason quantification of modal re-
sponses, as to how many respondents are represented by each · . 
trend shown, is U!Ulecessaey for the purposes of this study. 
For Question A-3 on the 11double focus, 11 the data were anal;rzed 
in reference as to how the re~den~~ felt they were dealing with 
: "\ ·~ 
the double focus in their agency prac~ice. The statistical results are 
tabulated so as to indicate a comparison of the caseworkers.' and group 
work~rs' thinking on the· subject. 
For the Questions B-1 and B-2, t~e respondents' responses were 
analy-zed in relation to the behavior· or action which they WQuld assume 
and the reason for this behavior. In .. ssence the analysis was to de-
termine whether their action and reasons coincided with the values 
specified by the professional social wG.rk organization. In order to 
answer the research question posed in Chapter I the data were also 
analyzed in reference to the dif.ference in action indicated by the 
execut.ives over agatnst·:the~.worker8;,·:·. This significant material ap-
pears in table fora. 
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For Question C-1 on sectarian agencies, and value of cultural and 
religious gro'ilp identification, the data were anal,zed in reference to 
how the respondents .S.Wtfed the concepts of cultural and religious group 
identification and intergroup relations. Although the writer is not 
aiming at indicating a cleavage 'between sectarian and non-sectarian 
agency workers, there is presented in statistical form a comparison of 
the data also were anal,zed so as to indicate what coneeptions the re-
spondents had of middle class values and the middle class • These three 
items were tabulated in quantitative form. Since the statistical 
presentation doesn't say much from the standpoint of this study, the typ-
i~SJ.; responses to the question are presented in order to indicate some 
of the thinking behind the statistics. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION 
-
I 
Tbe data will be presented in this chapter in accordance vi th the I 
method of analysis described in the preceding chapter. Analysis and I 
discussion of data will be focused on the research questions in Chapter IJ 
Initial Res~ses to Question A-1 ... (Confidentiality) 
!lPical Responses 
A. Group Workers 
I would protect the boys and the proprietor. I can't let them 
beat up the proprietor. I wouldn't. go to the proprietOr be-
cause I would probably upset him and increase his antagonism 
toward the boys. I Vouldn 't talk to the cop on the beat, he 
might also get excited. I .would go to the police supervisor of 
the station, providing I knew he was sympathetic and an under-
standing perscm who had the ::Laterest of the bOTs at heart. I 
would be at the store that day to protect them. Any action I 
took when I caae into the store would be based on yq assess-
ment of their attitude. 
My first res:Ponsibili ty is to t.be members of the group and' to 
their growt;h and develop!lent. !ly secondary responsibility is 
to the pa~w of the boys. Th$.',1 I have a responsibility to 
t.he proprie-tor at the store and· then to the coauni ty at large. 
I would tey to get together again with the bOT who threatened 
this most vigorously and analyze the situation with him. as 
though he was a rational being. I would appeal to his loyalty-
to the group by- pointing out the consequences. I would also 
deal with the other members in a face to face relationship. I 
would not be judgemental, but as rational as possible. If the 
group was going to C&rr7 it out there would have to be a divi-
sion or function. The executive would have the responsibility 
to alert the parents, proprietor or police via the 'phone. 
This would be desirable for the ezecutive to do in light of Jrt¥ 
continuing relationship with the group. 
I would make J1178elt available the evening of the planned at-
tack and try to get the gro'UJ) into some activity which is 
socially- acceptable. It they persisted in doing this I would 
tell the proprietor and the police as a means of protecting 
them. 
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I would seek them out again and trr to stop them, but not at 
the cost of informing the proprietor. I would be at the store 
that night to avert the incident. I wouldn't infom the po-
lice because it is confidential material. I would never be 
able to establish a relationship - therefore, my whole pur-
pose wi tn the group would be futile. I need to build a trust-
ing relationship. 
My. primary responsibility is the protection of the prop rei tor. 
I also have a joint responsibi~ ty to inform the ldda of my 
intended action. My concern is:. the group and their confidence 
and the proprietor and his well being. My first responsibility 
is the professional assessment of the sitv.ation. It this ia 
not testing ·then I would inform the kids that I was going to 
tell the proprietor and the police. 
I would let the members know ttiat I would intorm both the 
police and the store owner. I.'eannot allow pltysical atta~k on 
other h~ beings. If I allow·~-- to beat up the propri~­
tor you ~~ 1 t, helping them. ~ifl41+ btcome arixious bec~use 
the adult can't control. It mat deai\rojr my relationsbip with 
the group but I don't think it ¥111 unless they are real.l7 dis-
tui-bed. This way the bo78 get ·a. picture of an adult who is 
willing to s10l;ck himself out 1;c). protect the bo78 and someone 
else. · ·· · 
I _wouldn't go , to the proprietor or ~ police because my feeling 
is that this plm isn't going tQ. oQJie ott - it is testing ·ot 
the le~er. I have a reaponsibiUty to work with the group. I 
ito~d go to the drug store a little early. 8lld look for an op-
pOrtuni t;y to talk with thell. My action would be to prevent them 
trOll! having· the kind of experien~e that would be destruct!~ to 
th8Jil. 
I would tell the group that I w91A4 like to talk to the pro-
prietor to let him know that hij ·'behavior had angered th8Jil. 
I wouldn't tell the proprietor that they intended to beat .hilft 
up. It you t.ake such action ld.tllout ·telling the kids 70u lose 
their confidence. If the group persisted I would tell them of 
. the mutual responsibilit7 involved in their conduct. I aumot 
tell the proprietor all the kids haTe done or planned because 
I would violate confidentiality. 
I wollldn 't tell the proprietor or ·the police if these boys 
haven't been ,inTOlTed w1 th the police. I wouldn't initiate 
contact -.dth the.probation officer_or the police. If they had 
been involved I would tell thea that I was going to talk w1 th 
their probati9D officers. I aa npt sure I would tell the . 
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proprietor. Primarily' I am interested in a relationship 
and I don't want to hinder a relatioaship that might develop 
into a helping thing. 
I don't think that I would do anything as far as informing 
the proprietor because this is something kids talk about and 
wouldn't do. If they are free enough to talk about it and 
get out their feelings then they would be less likely ~ 
cu.ry out the act. Telling would hurt the relationship with 
the group - they would be angry and vi thdraw because they 
eouldn 't trust you. I realize that rq not telling would be 
a calculated risk. 
I wouldn't tell the ·police or the parents because I want to 
encourage their trust. I would be on the scene (extension of 
my. supe~go) to show them that I care about them and pro"'e to 
them what I really think about this intended action • 
. I would be. on hand to see that they didn't carry this out. 
I would lllake it clear that I wouldl'1 1 t tolerate this kind ot 
behavior. My feeling is that this would be testing. I would 
tell them that I would tell the proprietor to do everything 
to help them. I am lllOre apt to. tell the proprietor than the 
police. · ·· · 
Anal7!is ~ Discussion 
In the analysis and discussion ot the typical initial respOnses 
there will be ~ocus on the action the ·respondents would take and their 
reasons tor their action. The data above gives the reader a clear, de-
tailed picture of actual responses so reference will only be made to 
the major trends. 
One trend of action noted ·is that SCIIIle respondents would call the 
group be.ck together and attempt to reason with them in light of the 
consequences of their proposed behavior, thereby attempting to change 
their minds. One of the feelings of those who would use this approach 
is that they have a primaey responsibility to work with the group. 
Another trend that was indicated was tor the worker to make him-
self available to the group in an effort to redirect or channelize 
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their hostile feelings into another satisf.ying, socially acceptable 
activity. A number of the respondents indicated that they would be on 
. . 
hand at the drug store that evening in an attempt to prevent the boys 
from carrying out their proposed plan. It the boys persisted in carry-
ing out their plan a majority of the respondents indicated that they 
would tell the authorities of the boys' intended action. The reason 
given for informing the authorities w~s that the respondents had the 
responsibility to protect the indivi<htal boys and the community. At 
this point, where the group persist, the worker is caught in the height 
or the value coriflict. For the majority of the respondents protection 
of the individual superceded the value of confidentiality. 
It is interesting to note that ~~e respondent suggested a di'Vision 
of function ii the authorities hBYe to be called. He suggests that the 
. .,._ . . .• 
agency executive assume the responsibility of alerting the authorities.in 
light of his continuing relationship with the group. The writer fails 
to see my real advantage in this mef,Aod since. indirectly he is inform-
ing the authorities. It certainly doesn't absolve him from the. value 
standpoint because the executive coula& 1i call if he dldn't give out the 
information. In the group's eyes, he still has divulged their plan. He 
is identified with the agency so that in the final analysis it amounts 
to the same thirig. This theory of operation does offer an interesting 
sidelight. 
It is also interesting to note thi:t the caseworkers and group 
workers had essentially the same ~arled range or response. The only 
.. difference was that no caseworker suggested that they attempt to chan-
nelize the group • s feelings through the use of socially acceptable 
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activities. This is most likely due to the group workers' focus on 
activity centered programs; the use or program being one of their es-
sential tools. 
It was apparent that the r espo11dents ' initial action was usually 
based on their concern for developing and maintaining a relationship 
with the group. In this regard, motion was made of the group's trust 
and confidence being a central consideration for action. This seems to 
connote or imply awareness or the v~~· of confidentiality in the situa-
tion. For this reason over a third of ·the respondents would not tell 
the authorities of the boys' intended .action. 
As indicated in the preceding chapter, the writer is interested in 
the awareness 9f values that the respondents evidenced in their initial 
' • • c' • '' ' 
responses to the first two questions. In Chapter IV the criteria used 
to assess the respondents' awar.,ness are listed. Examples are also in-
eluded to illustrate the application to the criteria to the responses. 
On the basis or the aasesSlllent using the criteria the following results 
were obtained and tabulated: 
t 
TABLE II 
ASSESSMENT OF THE RESPONDENTS' AWARENESS 
OF THE VALUE OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
AWARENESS 
POSITIVE 
NEGATIVE 
UNCERTAIN 
Caseworkera 
3 
1 
0 
Group Workers 
2 
7 
1 
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The findings shown in this table attempt to answer the first re-
search question that asked how aware the twenty social workers are or 
the values implied in the situations. According to the resUlts a 
majority of the respondents were unaware of the value of confidentiality, 
almost three to one. If this were an accurate assessment, it would be 
startling since the respondents knew that the situations were focused 
on value conflicts. It seems that they got so involved in the mechanics 
of the situation that the values didn't register. One naturally expects 
a heightened sensitivity to any values implied in the situation on the 
basis of the orientation given. 
In relation to the second research question on the differences be-
tween the caseworkers and group workers as to their awareness of the 
values, the findings do not show any differences. 
The writer feels that it is necessary to state that the assess-
ment of awareness is not purported to be definitive. The crudeness of 
the criteria and the difficulty in application are the reasons for this 
statement. The overwhelming ditfi~ulty with any· definitive assessment 
of awareness is that the skills, techniques, etc. that a worker indi-
cates he would use in a course or action might be due to an unconscious 
or preconscious awareness of the value implication which causes him to 
handle his professional equipment in a particular fashion. In other 
words, social workers having been traiaed to use certain skills, based 
on philosophy' and values, might arrive at a certain action pattern 
based on value considerations that are not expressed on a verbal level. 
Yet on the basis of the operational definition ot values in the 
intn>ductory chapter all action choice implies the values or the actor. 
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The difficulty here is to clearly detel'Diine what action implles what 
value. This is further complicated in value conflict situations be-
cause the social worker can take action which implies awareness or one 
value in the situation but this does not necessarily mean that the 
worker is unaware or the other values. It may mean that the value his 
action iaplies has superceded the other values that he is aware or in 
the situation. Therefore, action is ditficult to use as an indication 
or awareness, but can more readily be used to determine the actor's 
value hierarchy' in practice si tuationa. 
For the study' '• purposes in relation to the value of contidentiali t7 
as it operates in practice, there is attention given to the respondents' 
indicated action in relation to telling or not telling the autbori ties 
about the boys' proposed action. By the authorities, the writer is re-
ferring to the pollee, the proprietor, and the boys t parents. T.his 
action is reported in the table below. 
• c 
TABLE m 
ACTION INDICATED <BY THE RESPONDENTS IN 
RELATION TO INFOBIIIIG THE AUTHORITIFS 
Respondents 
Group Worker•· 
Caseworkers 
W.W.d 
tell 
1 
7 
Woul4 noi· 
tell 
3 
3 
Would tell boys first 
or intention to tell 
5 
6 
A.·oomparison of Table II and Tabl• lli would seem to indicate an incon-
sistenq regarding the awareness of contidentiali ty by the respondents. 
The results of those respondents who would tell the boys of their 
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intention to infom the authorities (Table III) would seem to denaonstrate 
that a greater number than listed in Table II had manifested awareness 
of the value. The wri. ter wasn't able to determine whether those who 
would tell the boys first of their intentions were doing so because of 
confidentiality or because this was their way of letting the group know 
they disapproved or their plan and that they cared about them. Where 
it was clearly indicated that this Jllall8uver was performed for confi-
dentiality reasons it has been 'included in the findings in Table II. For 
the reason stated the writer didn't :fe~ that telling the bo7s first was 
in m;td of itself. a valid criterion for assessing awareness •. Where it was 
anociated with the criteria such as the mention of a "trust relation-
ship' • "confidence, • etc. , it was eonaidered significant. Here can be 
seen·· thE! difficUlty in detemining what ·action implies what. value· or 
awareness or a value as mentioned above. 
Second Respcmses ~Question.!::! - (Gen~ral thinking ~ confidentiality) 
typical Responses 
A. Group Workers 
I don't think that going to a sympathetic police officer (supervisor) 
.,n. th material. is a violation of confidential! t7 if y-ou have the 
interest or the boys at heart. I wuld rather risk Tielation 
of conti"-tiali ty than have the proprietor possibly killed. 
I don't think that there is &DJtbing here that is so confi-
4ential that it can't be shared vith the police - not shared by 
the group worker though but by soae other agency worker. 
'l'he danger is when you betray people • s confidence when you 
don't tell them you are going to· tlie police. 
Confidentiality does not always have the priority. There is 
nothing abaolute about values. 
I rank coufidentiali ty lower than protection or the individual 
from bru:~ali ty. 
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It you start a group with aut.hori t.y it will be difficult to 
use the democratic process. l'ot. all ll&terial that comes up 
in the group is confidential. Without ha'rlng a relationship 
with the leader the material is not confidential. It it was 
I would not share this material vi th people who would punish 
the· clients. Outside of the relationship such material is 
testing to see if the leader will be cala to listen and not 
fall into the trap of the frightened adult. 
We must respect confidentiali t;r but where individuals are not 
fully mature and therefore can't be allowed to carry out ir-
responsible acts, the worker needs to set limits. They (the 
boys} are usually through thia behavior asking you to set 
limit• for the11. Telling would be the last resort but I 
would have to do it. 
B. CasewOrkers 
l 
It constructive use of confiden'W.al Jl8.terial is not assured 
on the basis of my professional;jud.gement then I would-refrain 
from disseminating this material~ · 
You can't violate confidentiality. You try to give the gist 
or·the proble• but not the confidences involved. 
There is.a point where you can 'i. laonor confidentiality. ~e 
point whe~ 'an act is a danger ~ .·the individual and society. 
Short ot. this: point contidentiatttt shottld be honored. 
I would leav-e it up to the propttetor about calling the . police. 
I respect contidentiali ty but a•t at all costs. I think you 
haTe an obligation to tell the flient that you are going to 
violate hts right to contidenti~1 ty. It a person is paranoid 
or p8ychot1c'you would have to ~olate confidentiality by .•. 
not telling about your inten4ed·;action. The art ot the pro-
tes.ional is picking your si tution. . 
Where PhTsical danger and destl"Q.etion is involved, if steps 
to work t!Ungs through fail, th;il confidentiality will have 
to sublli t to. t.he protection of the, indi victuals invol Ted. 
Dea+ first· wi ~ those children .Po, would ll&ke constructive 
uae'ot y6ur help. In the case of~jentally ill or delinquent 
persons information should be g~v~ out for protection pur-
poses. · , · · 
Anal.yses and· di.s~sion 
!8 indicated. :l.n the preceding cha.pte.r the. second responses present 
. '• ' ·:·· ' 
the r$lfpondents' general thinking on. ooDtid,ntiali ty against the back-
h.6 
ground of the first question in the instrument. There are some interest-
ing responses here that can be pointed up. First of all, one notices 
that the point is made that there is nothing absolute about values, 
therefore, confidentiality doesn't always have the priority. It seems 
that this respondent is alluding to a shifting hierarchy of values, with 
the shift in the hierarchy depending on th~ situation. 'fhen another 
trend seems to contradict this notion with the respondent stating that 
confidentiality is ranked lower than protection of the individual. This 
seems to imply some fixity in a value hierarchical scheme. It raises the 
question of whether there is a hierir'Chy of values in social work. ·AJid, 
if so, does the hierarchy have a certain fixity. 
It is noted that the respondents have different ideas &bout what 
:u.terial is con!idential. One interesting distinction posed_ i~ that 
confidential material is that which is derived after the worker has es-
tablished a relationship with the group or client. In this situation 
the respondent considered the information given to the worker by the 
group as a part of the group's testing. Yet another respondent indicated. 
that he considered the material to be confidential and, therefore, requir-
ing a great deal of professional discretion by the worker. 
In relation to sharing material one respondent suggested that the 
social worker, if necessary, give only the gist of the problem but not 
the confidences involved. The majority of the dat.a supported the 'belief 
that confidential! ty should be respected but there are times when thie 
value has to be superceded by another value. The times indicated were 
when physical danger and. the destruction of the individual and colii!Jluni ty 
are involved. It was stated that in cases of mental illness and 
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delinquency confidential material could be legitimately given out for 
protection purposes. In this latter stataent the operation of pro-
fessional discretion and judgement comes into prominence in the deter-
mination of the dissemination of confidential information for protec-
tion purposes. 
Initial Responses~ Question~ - (Self-determination) 
Typical Responses 
A. Group Workers 
As. long as I· am the agency repr•11entati ve there is only one 
solution: there is to be no liquor in the agency. The group 
has a right to lilake another decision. I -would point out that 
they could have the party at the agency without liquor or some-
where else with liquor. 
I would make ~ t clear what the ~li<:Y of the agency is and why". 
It they- disagree they should ha-,e _the. opportunity to discuas 
it and if there is a House coaa-~'98 against it I would help 
th8m make their point betore th~~b~Fd· As an immediate problem 
they have to abide by the rules ~of ·the Ho~e. · 
I would provide a situation whete I would (1) adequately con-
front them. wi 1;h the agency polic;y ( 2) offer them the opportunity 
to discuss their decision and its implications for them and the 
agency. It they persisted I woUld let. them let themselves have 
the liquor. Because this is a yolitlg adult group I have enough 
security that they would have enough maturity to discuss the im-
plications of their decision and given that they should asJume 
the responsibility for a decision. · 
I would int~fPret their responsibility to the agency. It !sn't 
a question f~ them to decide. , 'f4ey just: can 1 t have it as·· far 
as the policy of the agency is concerned. If they are not clear 
why and how policy is made this should be explained. 
When they came into the agency they came in on the basis of 
upholding agency policy and rules. I would let it be known that 
I · disagreed with the poliQ7• I would work with the administra-
tion to have it changed. I llight help tllem find channels so 
that they could express their di"agreement. 
., 
Analysis and Discussion 
Before discussing the initial responses to question A-2, for group 
workers, it would be well to sUJID'Ilarize the action proposed by the re-
spondents in relation to the young adult group serving liquor which was 
against the agency. policy. 
Nine of the respondents indicated that they would not allow the 
group to serve liquor in the agene,.-. One respondent stated that he 
would allow the group to serve liquor in the agency if this was their 
decieioa after being confronted with the policy and exploration or the 
implications of their behavior tor tae agency and the group. 
Here again can be seen the probln of determining what action im-
plies alra.reneas ot the value of self-determination. As pointed out in 
. ' 
the chapter on method of analysis, it was assumed that the 'respondents 
. 
who refused to allow liquor in the agency were maware of the value or 
self-determination. The writer doesn't believe that this is necessarily 
true, if they would help the group bring their thinking to bear on the 
polio,.- making process. As the seconc;l responses point out there were 
limitations to selt-detemination in a democratic society, particularly 
in relation to the righ te of othen. 
It is interesting to note that the respondent who would allow the 
group to decide whether they would serve liquor would do so on the basis 
of the group's maturity as young adults. It is, therefore, implied that 
it it were a younger group this degree or self-determination wouldn't 
be allowed. It r&ises the question of llhether the degree of selt-de-
tendnation is dependent on the age and maturity of the group or client. 
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Is the value ~r selt~etermination an absolute thing or can it be talked 
about in terms or degrees - do you e'tther have it or don't have it? In 
this connection ~e question is raised: can self-determination be 
thought or as a continuum.? Could gi 'Ving the group the choice or having 
the party somewhere else, helping the group approach the board, and ex-
plaining how and why agency polic7 i• made be points on a continuum 
that leads to self-determination, the objective, at one pole or the 
continuum.? The ·other polarity would be complete authoritarianism. 
Some or the q~stions jUst posed have reference to the assesSMent 
. ·.. ( '·'. 
or the respondents' awareness or sell-determination. Despite these com-
. . . 
plications an asse!J'sment was made on· the basis or the criteria listed 
in the preceding chapter. The tindin.cs are recorded in Table IV below. 
TABLE IV. 
ASSES:J!ENT OF THE RESPONDENTS ' AWARENESS 
OF THE VALUE or SELF-DETERMINATION 
AWARENESS 
POSITIVE 
NEGATIVE 
UNCERT4Ili 
Cas~rkera 
, 
4 
1 
Group Workers 
5 
4 
1 
SecOIII l,!aponses ~,Question~- ~neral 91'Aldns ~ self-determina-
. ton) · 
'l)pical Responses 
A. Group Workers 
There is a difference between making choices and self-determina-
tion. Self-determination is an ultimate - it has ne-ver been 
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achieved~ Decision m•khll is .._ step toward this. You 
start ·where the group i.: presen~ them. wiiob the range of 
choices where success ie · poesi'ble. 
There are limits to selt-detel'Jiination. People aren't tree 
to do what they want or they please. There are moral laws 
to which we are bound to subscribe. I believe in absolutes and 
I feel thq operate in my social work practice. I wouldn't 
allow liquor in the House because I know what it can do to a 
person. It is against a moral law. So• ot the sex practices 
that these kids indulge in are also morally wrong. 
'!here are limits to self-determination in relation to rights 
ot others. One shouldn't violate the rules and regulations 
that have been accepted by the majority through the democratic 
system. Yet I believe the minority should be heard. 
The group can do what it wants to within the agency policy. 
It they Wa:nt to go beyond the policy the worker has the re-
sponsibility to open up the channels of appeal and revtew of 
the policy in conflict. 
Analysis ~ Discussion 
The do~ant trend in these responses is the view that there are 
limits to sell.;.de~rmination, parti~&rly in relation to the rights of 
others and the regulations that are accepted by the majority. Within 
these responses there are two interesting items. One is that there are 
moral laws to which social workers should subscribe - thus impinging on 
the individual's right to self-determination. The respondent that 
stated this viewpoint see absolutes operating in her social work prac-
tice. This viewpoint would probably encounter a good deal of debate 
from professionals in the field. The other view presented is that self-
determination is an ultimate that has never been achieved. This belief 
seetRS to coincide with the belief that salt-determination can be seen in 
terms ot a continUUJI with this value an objective at one end of the pole. 
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Initial Responses to Question A-2 - (Self-determination) 
typical Responses 
B. Caseworkers 
If the doctors want to put pressure on the relatives it 
would have to be his decision and action. I can1t· allow 
him to put me in the position of putting pressure on rela-
tives. She (the client) has a right to determine to die. 
First I would want to know the nature of the resistance. If 
. it stems fro• religious or ideolOgical reasons then I would 
let rrry case rest. If after payehiatric consultation I dis-
covered that the resistance is due to psychiatric reasons 
then I might bypass the client and talk to the relatives with-
out telling the client. 
I would tell the client that I ~ going to discuss this si tua-
tion with her family and relatives. If she asks me not to tell 
I would tell her that it is '1lf1' responsibility as a part or a 
clinical team, at the doetors' l'ef{uest. 
I would put pressure on the relatives. Put the fear of God 
into them. Relatives have a respouibility. There is a 
aedical reality here - I hate to see someone destroy them-
selves if there is a possibility of liviDg. 
In the final analysis this is the woman's own decision. We 
can never force people to have an operation - we can encourage 
them. I would use the relatives getting them to get her to 
have the operation. There would be an assessment made ·of the 
relatives contacted. 
I would use whatever resources possible to tr,y and achieve 
lff1' goal, but only with the clien•s pemission. 
Analysis and Discussion 
These initial responses indicate. the divergencies in tbe respon-
dents' thinking. One line of agreaeat reasons that the client has a 
right to detennine to die. Another trend indicates that the worker 
should put pressure on the1elatives because he shouldn't allow people 
to destroy thaaelves if possible. An interesting viewpoint is pre-
sented by the respondent that. states that she would rest her case if the 
client's reaistance stel'llll8d from religious or ideological reasons. The 
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last trend in the data piaees emphasis on the worker getting the client's 
permission to contact the relatives. 
: J. C'.o !he "emergency measure, n putting pressure On the relatives 
to get the client to consent to the operation, was assumed by the writer 
to be a violation of self-detendnation. For this reason the action 
that the respondents would take in relation to contacting the relatives 
with or without the client's consent was recorded. 
Would 
contact 
Relatives 
8 
TABLE V 
ACTION RESPONDENTS WOULD TAKE IN RELATION TO 
CONTACTING THE CLIENT'S RELATIVES 
Without 
Consent 
6 
Would Not 
Only Wi tA Contact 
Consent Relatives 
2 1 
Undecided 
1 
The assumption is that the action of contacting the relatives only 
with the·clieftt's consent implies respect for self-determination. It 
appears to be the direct opposite of the emergency measure. Therefore, 
this action was included as one of the criteria for the assessment of 
, awareness. The six respondents who would contact the relatives without 
the consent of the client seemed to aphasize their responsibUi t:r to 
prevent the client from destroying herself. In terms of awareness the 
same problem is encountered as mentioned in conjunction with the confi-
dentiali ty question. Contacting the r elati ves without the client's per-
mission, doesn •t necessarily mean that they are unaware of the value of 
self detel"llination implied in the situation. In this case the prevention 
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of death may supercede self-determination1 so consequently the action 
cited implies this value priority. leYertheless, where there isn't 
any collateral data that meets the criteria the assessment of negatiYe 
was made. 
Table IV indicates that fi"f'e of the casework respondents were 
assessed as aware of the value, four unaware of the Yalue, and one in 
the uncertain catego~. In relation to the second research question 
that asked about the differences in awareness between caseworkers and 
group workers, the results were identical for both groups. 
Secont~Respoases to Question !:.,g,- (General thinking ~!!!!:-determination) 
typical Responses 
B. Caseworkers 
I feel that the client is in coatroJ. of his own destiny 
except , in cases of mental illness. We don't adhere rigidly to 
dogmas in social work. If a 'tld.ng can 'be used oonatructively 
it should be used even though it runs counter ·to dogma or 
principle in social work. 
I don't see many limitations to self-determination in work 
with adult clients. 
I would violate the client's right to self-determination it 
I contacted the relatives wi tbout her consent. That is why 
I vould.n 't contact them if I coul• 't get the consent. I 
would have to tell the client that I would have to use . 
another method to infom the r elati Yes. 
There is an obligation toward life itself. Therefore, I would 
tell the relatives even if the client told me not to tell. 
To destroy life without tryiDg ,to preserve it, I cannot accept. 
There are degrees and limitations but e"f'Sntually the person 
has a right to selt-deter.mfnation. These degrees depend upon 
the mental and phy-sical state of the patient. 
If a person is in full possession of their faculties they have 
• the right to self-determination. It has to be the client's 
decision to reject or accept the medical claim. Psychiatrists 
are to be the judges o.t mental .tacul ties, as to the competence 
o.t the client's understanding to make a decision. 
As a social worker working with adults who are "competent" all 
you can do is point out the altematives so that they can make 
the ultimate decision. You have to allow people to hurt them-
eel ves. I.t you don 1 t y-ou are not really- allowing people the 
right to self-determination. There are some limitations in 
work with children. 
Analysis ~ Discussion 
The typical second responses seem to revolve around two general 1 . 
themes: (1) what are the limitations to self-determination? (2) How 
flexible can social wrkers be with their values? In the first case 
the data indicates that tllere are lind tations when the client is con-
sidered incompetent to make a decision. The determination of compe-
tence is based on the mental and physical state o.t the client. Age 
level is also suggested as a consideration. Limitations in work w1. th I 
children were cited. One trend indicated that when preservation of life I 
is involved limitations might be called .tor on the basis of the worker's 
discretion. Interestingly enough, one respondent stated that if y-ou 
don't allow clients to hurt themselves then you really aren't allowing 
them the right to self-determination. She believed that they should 
have this right. 
In relation to the second point; one respondent stated that 
dogmas or principles in social work ~ 't rigidly adhered to by social 
workers. This brings us back to the use o.t professional judgement to 
determine which action will be most constructive in a particular situa-
tion. Both the caseworkers and group workers raised basically the same 
points in their general thinking on self-determination. This is inter-
eating when y-Qu consider that the two groups answered different questions 
I 
;; 
in this area. 
Question A-3 S!l ~ _Do.;..ub;;;;;;.;;;;l;.;;.e Focus 
This question didn't work out. The writer had difficulty getting 
more than a yes or no answer to the question which isn't enlightening 
enought to present here. The unclarity of the question contributed to 
the difficulty in getting the necessar.y data. For future use work will 
have to be done on revising the question. 
Responses ~ Question ~ - ( Comauni.st ~ Pro~•ec•ese.tiput,l~e~l 
Tzpical.a.poases 
A. Worken 
I would do nothing. As a protes•ional person I am entitled 
to no feeling, attitude or actioa relative to the outside 
activities of rq co-workers. As.a professional worker I may 
ha~ these pii.vileges in regard to the ideas of the affiliations 
as. they ~late to rq concem tor people who are affected by. the 
practice of ·tbe application of ~ee ideas. As a private per-
son I am privileged to have .tee~gs; attitudes or action about 
their ideas. · · · · · · 
) 
I don't really believe that a ~rson dedicated to Communi~ 
would be lble. to keep it out of· his work. _._ven if he doesn't 
consc1oU$iy progandise clients. It they a.re carrying out : 
their _agency activities in a pr<.te,,ional..unner it woiildn_' t 
be &nT. of',rq :~>usinesa to curtaifu"'ir. ~ii.Tities. As. a 
citizen r·· could oppose them in .·. ''nasiOn and by joining 
counter organizations. 
Our ideals are part of our P.racti.C. - therefore they couldn t t 
be "qualified" social wcr kerf. -I liould try to change their 
thinking. I 'Would tell them 'You shouldn't be here in the 
agency. ' If the exec uti 'ft didn't taJce action then I 'WOuld 
leave lllJ1Iel:t ~ecause of the con~~dictoey · situation. 
B. Executins 
- . 
I am afraid' that l'lf1' personal_ conVictions would make it 
impossible to retain them. 
I would talk ~t over with him ~ ~ind ~ut· what it really •ana 
to them. I would observe their group 110re closely than 
other workers to see that their attitudes don't get into 
the group. If the board got wind of this, I would take a 
stand: ever;r individual has a right to belong to any organi-
zation that they are interested in. If they are trying to 
influence the group then I would talk over resignation possi-
bility. 
A worker has a right to engage in whatever activities he 
pleases. A worker has a responsibility to be an active 
citizen, not only voting. rou can 1 t have a double standard 
of values in and out of rour job. I would take the position 
that I don't think they (the workers) can reconcile the 
philQsopbies of these organizations 1d th their professional 
practice; I would raiH the Jll&tter with the professio~al 
organiza!oion. Either they sever their relationship 1d th the 
pr6fessian or the profession sever it with them. It they 
cn't see the dichotomy I would rec011111end their resignation 
to the board. 
The basis on Which I would make yq decision is whether the 
philosophies of these organizations are morally wrong. They 
are morally wrong - I wouldn't keep them. in the agency. 
The social work philosophy is ~e foundation from. whicb you 
develop your skills. I know the feeling of the N.A.s.w. ·on 
this .lll&t'ter, but I am in the professional minority. w, have 
to .,u&e · professional discretion and good judgement. 
It these people function adequately on the job, as hired to 
do, then I have no right to curtail those outside activities 
as long· as they are legal. I might have a lot of regrets 
but I would have to keep thfllll and not tell them to cut out 
their activities. 
Th~ results indicated that the workers on the whole felt that 
it was the xe&Ponsibili ty of the executive to take action against the 
' ' ,c' . ~· 
two workers in relation to curtailing their outside activities or ask-
ing them. to resign. The workers felt that they had no right to press 
for these two workers' resignation. The majority of the executives 
indicated that they would ask for the workers' resignation. The more 
specific results are tabulated in Table:VI. 
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TABLE VI 
THE ACTION THAT THE WORDBS AND EXECUTIVES 
WOULD TAD II BILA.TIOB TO THE 
C(H(UN!ST AND Pll0-8EGRIGATIONALIST 
Uncertain 
Do 
Preas Number 
ot for ot 
Action Nothing Resipation Respondents 
Workers 0 7 1 8 
Execu-
tiws 2 3 7 12 
Re!P!n,es.~ Question!:! -:(C£!tizing Asen$1 Policy) 
Typical Responses 
A. Workers 
.Anr colllllunity- agency must be prepared to validate its. policies to 
the community it represents. It the 'JOrker is not undUly domi-
nated by lifs ·difference vi th tbe · ag6ncy ··• · if he continues to 
. •eet his opti•a perforaance an~ to carry out his duties he 
shol)J.4. b~ tree to align himselt~¢th the cOllllllUDity for. its 
critiCilll or e'ftl.uation of the l')Oli.cy under question. My con-
viction is that the agency is the coauni ty so he hasn't gone 
outside .. r.r far. 
As· an ageney worker he comes in· accepting agency policy. It 
there is anything he tries to ~81\ge ... it . should be through agency 
channels. . H&: is wrong for goi.nl·. outeide.. He is entitled to this 
behavior but ~ot as an agency vqfk!lr~ 
•• li.· " • ·-.~-~ , •• ::-. . • . 
I think he (the worker) should q'\11 t beca~e I think that the 
client gets caught in the middle. . He should quit and then chal-
lenge. the policy of the ageDCy • 
This is the ~ responsibill ty of tlj$ ·executive (to get him to 
resign). I would bring it to th,:,attention of the executives. 
If the executives keeps him, he's'.-weak. 
B. Executi'Yes 
It he was against policy after it has gone through agency-
channels I._ wo1;1ld ask for his ree,i.ma~~cm because he can't be a 
-discip~ed worker. 
I would -fire hUt if he joined the g1VlJP before resigning. 
Not for cri ticisiag the polU,, 'but t•r his behavior. This 
behanor _is unethical and ~~sltiilu as an agency m•ber. 
I would have to make the dtStinetion between whether this is 
an issue of procedure or priaeiple. It ~· is a matter of pro-
cedure then the worker has the right to go outside the agency. 
It it is a question ot principle then it becomes serio~. I 
would naye the responsibility to terminate his service. I 
would defend his right to speak~;his _lllind •. 
He should talk over -his disqreemen:ts with an agency like the I 
United CoJilluni ty Service or briiig -it to the grievance com-
mttee ?f th~. National Association of Social Workers. 
~ -
...... "" .. 
_In reaponse -t~ this question th~ ·wbrlcers again felt tbat the execu-
. ',' . ' .... 
tive was·res~sible for any aetion ~akc against the worker who criti-
: . ' >; : • . 
cised the agency in the manner speeified in the situation. The re-
sponses· indicated that a greater percentage of the executives would 
press for the worker's resignation than would in the case of the Com-
munist and Pro~segregationalist · in the ·preceding situation. Table VII 
below points out the results obtained. 
Workers 
' 
• '4• 
1.'.lBL:E vtt 
THE_ ACTION THAT THE WORKERs AND EXECUTIVES 
WOt1LD; TAKE IN RELA.TIOI to ·THE WORKER WHO GOES 
OUTSIDE THE AGENCY TO CRn'ICIZE AGENCY POLICY 
Uncertain Do Press · NUilbet- of 
of Nothing for Respondents Action Resignation 
0 6 2 8 
Exeeuti ves 1 -0 11 12 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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In relation to the fourth research question, the results indicate 
a clear difference between the action the respondents would take as 
executives and the action they would assume as a worker. The workers 
overwhelming indicated that it wouldn't be their responsibility to see 
that the Communist or pro-segregationalist resigned, even though they 
disagreed with them. They said that they would take no action. The 
implication was that theywanted these workers to resign from the 
agency, but since it wasn't their role to see that they were removed 
they could remain. The executives, seven out of twelve, revealed that 
they would ask for these workers 1 resignation if they didn't curtail 
their outside activities. Three of the executives said that they would 
retain the workers because a worker has a right to belong to any organi-
zation that he wants to as long as it doesn't jeopardize his profes-
sional work in the agency. The ax:ecuti ves who would ask for the workers 1 
I 
resignation claimed that the philosophies of these organizations were so 
opposed to social work that the voriceral professional competence would 
be invalidated. A great nl.Dilber of tiMt respondents challenged the 
hypothesis that these workers could have "excellent professional skills" 
and belong to these organizations. This seemed to indicate that the re-
spondents viewed social work values as an essential part of the social 
work process. 
In relation to the warker who goes outside of the agency and 
criticizes agency policy, the executive response was more uniform. 
Eleven out of the twelve said that they would ask for the worker's 
resignation. They reasoned that if a worker can 1 t find satisfaction 
alter g?ing through agency channels the:ra he should resign or submit to 
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the negative outcome. Although the workers tel t that they should do ~-- · 
nothing action-wise, the majority of them considered the worker's be-
havior unethical and unprofessional. 
It is quite apparent that the majority of the respondents, on the 
basis of their reaction to this situation, do not agree with the pro-
fessional values stated by the professional organization. 
The wr1 ter is aware of the significant. shift in action by the execu-
tives from Questions B-1 to B-2. Here one sees that an additional four 
. ' 
executives would ask for the r esipation of the worker vho criticized 
pelicy in the fashion described. It is speculated that this worker is 
more of a threat to the executive in his role of agency n disciplinarian• 
or "boss." 'fhe COIIliUlrl.st only becomes a real threat to the executive 
when the co•mdty "gets wind0 of the worker's activities. In otaer 
words, this worker 1 s activities are easier for the executive to tolerate 
because they can be concealed from the co-.uni ty as long as the worker 
doesn 1 t _ p~pagandize in the agenc;y • 
. _· . ltesponses ,!! Question £::! - (Sectarian Agencies) 
T;rpicalc respOtJses 
A. Sees no Conflict 
There is no conflict between tba two. A sectarian agenc;y pro-
vides identification so that the individual understands his 
group and bec:omes more comfortable with his group. There is no 
conflict previded that the sectarian agencies realize their re-
sponsibili t;y to foster inter-grOu;p relations in the best group 
work sense. Most sectarian agencies have realized this re-
sponsibilit;y. 
I don't believe that there is a conflict. I don't believe people 
have good inter-group relations UDtil they are secure in their 
religious 81ld cultural group. 
B. It DependS 
Depending on how the workers h81ldle this it could be of benefit 
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or a distinct disadvantage. It. is a two-edged nord that 
can cut both ways. For people t.o identifY is not bad in 
and of itself. The question is: what use do we make ot 
this identification? You can use it as a barrier. The in-
stitutions in which this cultural identification takes 
place can through organizational structure embrace the whole 
life of the child (reference made to Jewish Centers). 
There is not necessarily a c011tlict. lndi vidual and groups 
have a right to either ideal: uniformity or difference. The 
ideal itself doesn't cau8e the conllict, but rather the in-
judicious application of the ideal. 
c. Sees a Conflict 
I think that there is a con.tlic~ between the two concepts. 
I don't negate the value that sectarian agencies have. 
They have value, )'et, they also create problelll8. We haven't 
demonstrated that the cultural and religious group gives 
strength for the individual to move out and communicate and 
aa~()ciat.e with other groups. 
I think that sectarian agenciea·o,>_their programs, cultural 
and religious, are imposing barti~s to inter-groups relations. 
It is inherut in the structure~ 
TABLE VIll 
SECTARIAN AGENCIES, GROUP IDENTIFICATION AND INTER-GROUP RELATION 
AS SEEN BY SECTARIAN AND NOl{-sECTARIAN AGENCY WORKERS 
Respondents· Sees Sees a no It 
Con.fllct Contlict Depends Total 
Sectarian 
agency workers ; 2 7 
Non-sectarian 
agenc7 workers 3 7 3 13 
Anal.z$is ~- Discueion 
The seventh research question asked whether the respondents felt 
that cultural and religious group ident.~fication as seen in sectarian 
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agencies is in conflict with the concept of inter-group relations. In 
essence the question was asking whether the respondents felt that the 
sectarian agencies were i•si.Jlg barriers to effective inter-group re-
lations. The findings demonstrate that the aajority o! the respondents, 
twelve out of twenty, didn't see a conflict between the two. concepts in 
relation to sectarian agencies. l'ive of the twenty felt that possibly 
sectarian agencies did ereate.barriers but that the identification that 
tbey fostered didn't necessarily impose a deterrent to effective inter-
group relations. They indicated that it depended on the degree, of the 
inten!Jity·'6f the group identiticati-,~_,8Jld the leadership of the,agency 
personnel. In a real sense, MDT of,~~~ five respo.ndents see a_.conflict 
in this category, but they feel that it doe an' t have to be this vay. 
'&oup. ,finllerrbnUdOifnt ofd,b.:J.Siiia:triPi1&re ;"ef minor importance~ the 
writer feels that it is interesting to ·note that three non-sectarian 
agency workers saw a conflict while none of the sectarian agency workers 
saw one. 
Responses !2 Question .Q:i- (Social!!!!:! Values~~ Middle Class) 
Typical Responses 
In the beginning social work was dedicated to the lower class. 
Our Talues are related to the Jlliddle class. We are attempting 
to be identified with the middle elass. In working with teen-
age street comer groups in lcnrer class neighbo:rboods we find 
that a lllOditi-cation of our tecluaiquu is needed. This leads me 
to belieft that social work is z"_...d from the lower class 
group as far as Talues and tecludques are concerned. In social 
work we are alien td.JIWl1 Tal.ua ot the lower class. · 
I agree that social work Talues are those of the middle class. 
I think it is easy for lower clue people to reach for the middle 
class. This is good for our clients if they are in lower class 
neighborhoods. 
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I don • t know what middle class Yalues are - yet I think that 
there is a preponderance in tbe direction of middle class 
'Y&lues. 
I don't think that social work Yalues are those of the middle 
class. The Yalues of the people in this lower class neighbor-
hood are the same as those of the lliddle class. It all gets 
back to moral yalues which are basic to all classes. 
The results tabulated in Table IX might gi'Y~ the reader an idea of 
I 
the respondents ' global responses on an impressionistic level. 
I 
I 
TABLE n: I 
RESPONSES TO: "00 YOU THINK SOCIAL WOR,J: VALUES ARE THOSE OF THE MIDDLE ', - :1 
. CLASS?" 
====~===================' 
Are 
Middle 
Class 
3* 
Are Not 
Middle 
Class 
12 
Do Not lnow 
What Middle Class 
Values Are 
6 
*One respondent here also included UlOJlg the six in the last col-
- UJIKle 
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Analysis _!!2 Discussion 
The eighth research question that was asked was ~at conceptions do 
these twenty workers have of middle cla.ea and middle class values in re-
lation to social work values. The findings indicate that a majority of 
the respondents were thwarted in their attempt to answer the question: 
Are social work values those of the middle class? The reason for this 
was that the respondents were not clear as to the definition of the 
middle class and middle class values. Five respondents declined to 
answer the question because of the difficulty with a definition. Al-
though a majority or the respondents weren't clear about a definition, 
twelve stated that social work values are not those of the middle class. 
Three respondents claimed that social work values are those of the middle 
class. The writer speculates that many of the twelve respondents per-
ceived the question as an "attack," since the kind of implication that 
it includes is usually levelled at s~ial work. in a derogat.ery frame-
work. Although many or the responde~ts were. hazy about the concept of 
the middle class, they probably felt that to disclaim the implication 
was loyally defending the profession~ In light of the focus of the 
eiitJ,th research question this interpretation might be irrelevant, but 
it might offer an interesting sidelight to the consideration of this 
area. 
Responses ~ Question C-3 ~ Some of the Controversial 
Value Questions confronting 
social workers today: 
T)pical Responses 
1. How can our profession operate in a society where the majority 
values are in many respects in practJ.ee a contradiction to 
social workt. ·vales? 
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2. 
). 
4. 
6. 
'1. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
How can social irork which is ••t up tG. help people adjust 
to society make inroads in the society to make the people 
realize that all the societal values are not desirable ones? 
(How can we strengthen the ego not to conform?) 
Better people n. a better society: Which comes first? 
How, when and where do social workers express their differences 
with those things in society that are incompatible with their 
philosophies? · 
How. do you accomplish the idea df integration in a democratic 
framework? 
no·we as social workers have a moral responsibility to use· our 
skills and our capacities to do ,the best job we can? 
Should social workers make use of authority to get people 
wanting help to be helped? Some people only respond'ai the 
threshold of authority i.e. wor~ with alcohol.1cs and character 
di~ordera. 
SOcUu Change: 
(a) Th~ area of social change: In what part of society is 
social ch&:Q,ge needed - intel"l!"racial, inter-class, international? 
(b) The. pace of social change: How fast should we have social 
chan~e? · 
·(e) The means of social change:· Should it be through force, 
violence or war, "handout" against self -help or the use of 
group dyn~cs? 
Private· Practice vs. public practice: Should social workers 
g.o into ~rt.~~te practice? 
Should there be unionization in social work? 
Does a social. worker have a right' to engage in a community 
aeti vi ty· after working hours that will adversely affect his 
profession? 
Analysis !!2 Discussion 
The cont~versial value questions· cited by the respondents seem to 
fall into. thre$ categories: . (1) inc1ividuality vs. conformity to the 
majority, ( 2) Social change and ( 3) the professional responsibility of 
the social worker. The first four questions appear to be in this first 
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category. In these queries the workers are presenting the issue of 
what is an individual's and a profession's responsibility to society 
and its values. The phrasing of the questions implies the viewpoint 
that conformity is undesirable. In essence the question boils down to 
what are the legitimate and ethical ways to express disagreement with 
the majority culture. The second category, social change, appears to 
be covered by the fifth and eighth questions. The pace and means of 
social change have real relevance to social work values. The third 
category includes questions six, nine, ten and eleven. Reference is 
here made to the social workers ' lllOral, social and professional re-
sponsibility. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND COISLUSIONS 
-
Review ~ ,!!!! Study 
In an effort to systematically obtain some of the thinking on values 
in the field of social work and to assess the sensitivity of social work-
ers to the values implicit in practice situations, an instrument, inter-
view JUide, was devised by the writer and administered to twenty profes-
sional social workers. The twenty workers interviewed were considered 
to be on a comparable experiential level since they were all supervisors, 
either of the workers in their agencies or of graduate social work stu-
dents. The group consisted of ten group workers and ten caseworkers •. 
Twelve of the supervisors were a'l.so executives in their agencies. The 
instrument, which contained both situations constructed around value con-
flicts and value questions, was responded to by these twenty workers in 
an interview situation where the writer used a special interview proce-
,' 
dure. The instrument was sent to th~ respondents well in advance of the 
interview in arder to provide adequate tim.e for them. to order their think-
ing on the subject matter. 
Aside trom attempting to detel'lllir.ltt, t.tte kind of general material on 
social work values, that the instrume~t could elicit, it was als() em.-
plo;red to dete~e if there were significz t differences between group 
workers and caseworkers; executives and workers. For group workers and 
caseworkers, differences in their responses were sought out in conflict 
situations involving the values ot confidentiality and selt-detennination, 
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in relation to their awareness of the values in the situations, the 
action they would take and their reasons for their action. 
In the two questions on professional social work values (rights of 
the worker), the findings were to determine if there were significant 
differences between executives am workers in relation to the action 
they would aasUlfte and their reasons for this action. 
Questions were asked on values in connection with sectarian agen-
cies and the middle class. The former was to determine whether the re-
spondents saw a conflict between cultural and religious group identifi-
cation and inter-group relations. The latter area was included to de-
tel'!lline the conceptions that the respo.t'ldents had of the middle class 
and middle class values in relation te social work values. 
Methods of content analysis were employed to analyze the instrwnent 
results. To assess the awareness of the values evidenced by the re-
spondents in the first two questioa si tu.ations, three sets of criteria 
were used, one set of criteria for the first question and one set for 
each of the two situations in the second question. Typical responses of 
the respondents were presented for 110st questions so that answers repre-
senting the themes (all the response trends) are available for the reader 
to view. This method was used because statistical tabulation is of 
minor importance in terms of the definitiveness of this study. There-
fore, typical responses illustrate the variety of responses that the 
instrument can elicit. For the· conf'lict situations in the instrwnent, 
analysis was in terms of the action patterns and the reasons for the 
action pattern indicated. Where differences between "classes" of re-
. spondents was deemed significant, statistical tabulation was emplered. 
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Analysis of the responses of the tirst two questions revealed that 
respondents were not as aware of the values as would be expected. The 
assessment in relation to the confidentiality situation revealed that 
fourteen r .. pondenta lacked awareness. For the self-determination situa-
tion only halt of the respondents indicated their awareness of the value. 
In both cases, the results of the caseworkers and group workers were 
practically identical. 
In relation to the action pattern in the confidentiality situation, 
the results revealed that fourteen ot the respondents would tell the 
authorities (parents, police or the proprietor} if the group persisted 
in can-ying out their plan to beat up a neighborhood stQre proprtetor. 
The7 reasoned that they had to tllke this action for both the protection 
of the proprietor and the group. Twelve of the fourteen revealed that 
they would tell the boys first of their intention to inform the authori-
ties. The results indicated that the remaining six respondents wouldn •t 
tell the authorities for confidentiality reasons. The majority thinking 
of the respondents demonstrated that in this situation (A-1) that the 
protection of the individual would haTe to supercede the value of con-
fidentiality. The results for group workers and caseworkers were almost 
identical. 
For the self-determination value situation the results revealed that 
the group work respondents would not allow a young adult group to serve 
liquor in the agency at a party if serving liquor vas against the agency 
policy. The majority of the respondents, cognizant of the self -determina-
tion principle, stated that they would open agency channels so that the 
group could bring their thinking to bear on the policy making process. 
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The respondents reasoned that self-detei:Jilination should be respected, 
but that there were realistic limitations. One respondent indicated 
that he would allow the group to serve liquor in the agency if this was 
their decision alter they had explored the implications of such behavior 
for themselves and the agency. 
For the caseworkers the self-determination situation revealed that 
six of the ten respondents would coatact, without client consent, the 
relatives of a cancer patient who resisted the need for an operation to 
prevent her death. They revealed that they would use the relatives to 
intluence the client's decision. When it comes to a matter of' life and 
death, they reasoned that they had the responsibility to attempt to pre-
serve life even if self-determination had to be "violated." Of the 
eight respondents who indicated that they would contact the relatives, 
according to the doctors' advice, two stated that they would only do so 
with the client's consent. 
The question that asked the respondents how they saw the values of 
adjustment to environmental condi tiona and change of environmental con-
ditions {double focus) operating iD their practice didn't provide ade-
quate data so the msults were not recorded. This points to the need for 
considerable refinement of the question if the instrument is to be ad-
ministered again. 
The findings on the situation involving a Communist and a pro-
segregationalist in an agency revealed that the workers felt that they 
had no responsibility to take action against these workers although they 
disagreed wi t.h their behavior. Seven of' the tvel ve executives, on the 
other hand, revealed that they would ask the workers to resign, the 
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majority feeling that the incompatibility between the philosophies of 
these two organizations and social Work values were so great, that the 
usefullness of these workers to the profession would be seriously 
jeopardized. The three executives who revealed that they would take no 
action other than discussing the problft with the workers tel t that a 
worker had a right to belong to any organization that he desired, as 
long as their professional performance wasn't impaired. 
The findings on the situation Where a worker goes outside of the 
agency and joins a community group in order to criticize agency policy, 
revealed that the workers took the same position regarding their pro-
fessional responsibility to. take action against the worker. A signifi-
cant shift was noted in the executive action pattern for this situation. 
Eleven of the twelve revealed that they would ask for the worker's resig-
nation because he was acting unethically and unprofessionally when going 
outside after agency channels had been exhausted. It is speculated that 
this shift in the action pattern is due to the greater threat that this 
worker's action poses to the executive in his role as agency "boss." The 
results of both question situation responses reveals a gross discrepancy 
between the thinking of the respondents and the rights of social workers 
as explicitly stated by the professional organization. 
The results on the sectarian agency question revealed that twelve 
of the respondents didn't believe that there was a conflict between the 
concepts or cultural and religious group identification and inter-group 
relations. Five respondents indicated that there might be a conflict 
but that this didn't necessarily have to be the case. Whether a conflict 
existed between the two concepts depended on the nature and degree of 
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the group identification and the leadership of sectarian agency person-
nel. Three respondents saw a definite conflict. 
The findings of the questions coneerning social work values and 
the middle class revealed that the majority of the respondents had no 
conception or a vague conception of what was meant by the middle class 
and middle class values. The majority, twelve out of twenty respondents, 
didn 1 t believe that social work values were those of the middle class. 
Because· of the difficulty with the definition of the middle class, five 
respondents deelined to answer the question. 
The last question explored the respondents 1 thinking as to their 
choices of the controversial value questions confronting social workers 
today. The questions listed fell inte three categories: (1) indi-
vidual! ty vs. eontormi ty to majority culture, ( 2) social change, ( 3) so-
cial worke:rs' moral, social, and professional responsibility. 
In conclusion it should be remembered that the findings recorded 
above are not purported to be definitin. That is to say, that the 
results have more relevance to the twent,' social workers included in 
this study than the social worker& ill Boston and the field as a whole. 
The results are not represen~tite of the thinking of' all the supervisors 
in the Greater Boston area. As pre'ri.ously stated, this exploratory study 
kas not been geared for definitive purposes but merely to determine the 
value of an instrument of this type tor the assessment of social workers' 
thinki.Dg on values, values conflict situations, and their sensitivity to 
the values implied in their practice. In other words, the study was 
grossly exploratory. As pointed out aboYe, the attempt to assess the 
awareness of' values was the most exploratory aspect of this study. The 
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validity of the results in this area can well be challenged. Although 
the results and criteria used for assessment can be challenged, this does 
not invalidate the idea of trying to assess awareness of values. 
S,ignificanoe ~~Study 
Th• instrument. Although the instrument wasn't employed to obtain 
results of a definitive nature, the writer feels that it demonstrated 
its value frOM several points of view. The writer can attest to the 
high quality of the responses that are represented in the findings. 
Due to the nature of the instrument 1 the respondents had to grapple with 
each conflict situation and question until they bad struggled through to 
a final answer. With the instrument used as a part of an interview pro-
cedure, the necessity for careful consideration of the answers by the re-
spondents was fostered. orr band or glib responses could be handled by 
questions from the interviewer that focused attention on the conflict 
and assured responses or high quali t;y. From this point or view the 
instrument demonstrated its advantage OYer the other questionnaires that 
the writer bas observed. Secondly, the instrument deJilOnstrated that the 
conflict situations can elicit a Yariet;y of responses as the respondent 
is forced to state his action choice for the situation. It was revealed 
that once the respondents have to indicate their action, a real re-eval-
uation of their value position ensues. This re-evaluation process and 
cOJIIIli tment to action makes it possible for '.!honest" responses to be 
elicited. Not that the writer was necessarily in search of differences, 
but it the;y are really there, it is important that they be tapped. In 
light of the results, it was demonstrated that the instrument facilitated 
the possibility of eliciting a variety of responses. 
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From the point of view of the administration of the instrument 
another important value was discovered. Though the respondents often 
felt that they were on a "hot seat" as they struggled through the inter-
view, the overwhelming majority fel.t that the material was fascinating, 
and afforded a philosophical exercise to which social workers should be 
exposed more often. In general, they indicated how much they enjoyed 
this interview. This is a decided pl• value. 
The final value that the instruRlent revealed vas in relation to 
the assessment of awareness. Although the results cannot say anything 
definitive about the awareness of the twenty respondents, the study in-
dicates that the idea which the vri ter explored should be pursued by 
others who are more competent in research techniques. The tJPe of 
situations illustrated in A-1 and A-2 of the instrument seem to be of 
value in this regard, since they don't blatantly point up the values 
involved. 
Values and Value Conflicts 
-
The study appears to be significant in light of the variety of 
thinking by social workers that it presents to the reader. This think-
ing might be quite representative of the social work field, but even if 
it isn't, it offers interesting insights into the problem of value con-
flict situations. The findings cannot give any answers about social work 
values in relation to the field as a llhole, but the writer feels that on 
the basis of this study that the findings raise legitimate questions. A· 
few of the queries are: 
1. Bow represent.tive is tbe present social work professional 
organization's code of ethics (rights of the worker) of 
the thinking of the majority of professional social workers? 
7S 
2. How aware are social workers of the -values iMplied in their 
practice situations? 
3. Do social workers haTe a clear conception or middle class 
values and their relation to social work values? 
4. Do we or should we haTe a hierarchy of -values in social work? 
For no other reasons than for tbe doubts that a study like this 
can raise for social workers in the field, the study has been or some 
-value. 
Considerations for the Future ---~;..;.;..; ______ - - ...................
On the basis of the writer's experience with the instrument, it is 
felt that an instrument or this kind could be advantageously employed 
to do a definitive study of value positions and the thinking of social 
workers. The results of this study have demonstrated what kinds of 
significant material can be elicited through the use of such an instru-
ment. 
For the purposes of a definitive study, it would be necessary for 
the instrument to undergo considerable refinement. Many of these 
necessar,r refinements are indicated in Chapter mJ:m ttbe construction of 
the instrument. It might be well to point out here that the writer has 
considerable concerns about the effecti-veness of the open-ended ques-
tiona A-3, 1~2, and C-2. Particularly Question C-1 on sectarian agen-
cies needs revision so as to avoid defensiveness on the part of sectarian 
agency workers. For a valuable respoBse to the question on the middle 
class, a definition of the middle clan and middle class values will 
have to be presented in order to provide a frame of reference for the 
respondents. 
In relation to future attempts to assess social work,r's awareness 
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or the values implicit in practice situations a good many refinements 
are called for. l1hat is called for is a person with research talents 
who can set up "better" criteria for the assessment of awareness. Then 
the interview procedure will have to be geared more carefully so that 
adequate material relating to these criteria is collected. In this 
stuey, the writer was dealing with too many goals to provide the ade-
quate interview procedure that was needed to obtain the material re-
lated to the criteria. In the assessment or the data in light of the 
criteria, the writer would think that the use of a few judges1as raters, 
would be desirable to check each other's judgements and minimize the 
possibility of bias. In use of an instrument of this type the writer 
would stress the value of incorporating it into interview procedures. 
I 
Instrument administration of this nature reduces the possibility of 
semantic problems. The interviewer can ask the respondent to clarity 
and qualit,r his use or terms, so that the responses have relation to a 
common frame ot reference. As ment.ioned above the quality of the respon-
ses is likely to be better with the interviewer present to focus the 
respondent's attenti()Jl on the conruct &l'ld clarify his use or terms. On 
I 
a more practical level, an instrument of this kind might serve a purpose 
in social work education. Since the study has demonstrated the responses 
to the instrument that can be elicited and the philosophic evaluational 
process t.hat it can ignite, the instrument might serve as a spring-
board to philosophical and practical discussion for social work students. 
One respondent suggested that sections of the local N.A.S.W. could use 
such material for discussion purposes. 
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~ Concludiftl Remarks 
The reader might feel that some of t.he results indicate that the 
behavior of the respondents is inconsistent with their adherence to the 
values of confidentiality and self-determination. Such action, where 
these Talues are superceded by other Talues or choices, does not 
necessarily indicate an inconsistena,r between what social workers be-
lleve and how they behave. This all points to the fact that in social 
work we have a hierarchy of values. This raises the question of whether 
we should have an ultimate hierarchjO'.ilJ,.-e with a certain fixity. 
The writer does not believe so. In social work we have a hierarchy 
that provides for flexibilit7 so that in light of a particular situation 
a shift in the hierarchy can take place. This was evidenced in the 
study, in relation to the situation involving confidentiality. It was 
revealed that for the majority ot the workers protection of the indi-
vidual superceded confidentiall ty in this situation. Our hierarchical 
scheme w1 th its shi:t'ting to meet conflict situations is cheeked by our 
professional judgement through the use of supervision, conferences, etc. 
This might be considered a proceaa of consensual validation. The writer 
feels that the reader should give thought to the hierarchy of values 
in social work before he renders a verdict or inconsistency between the 
values to which social workers adhere and their pro:t'essional behavior 
and action. 
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APPEJIDII 
Real1zin:; ·t:r.~-.t m''.TIY of t1:.r; questions th:_:t r:e '.1111 be discus::ing 
will necessitate a great d"al r:L philosophical .thinking I thought 
1 t might be a good idea to serd you an interview guide w1':1ch contains 
the ml\t)I' queo-tions to be considered. It is hoped tJ~,at some thinking 
,about these questions pr1or to the interview night provide more 
'Valuame use of your limited time. ·space has been left after each 
questton so that you may jot down some note~ concerning your initial 
thinking on the subject matter. 
INTEHVIEW GUIDE 
A. Basi~ S¢o1a1 Work Values 
1, Yott have Just left your first meeting ~ith ane of the groups 
at the agency. The group is compo~ed of eight teenage boys who 
have lmen engaged in a pattern of delinquent behavior ·in the 
community. During the meeting a couple-of the boys mentioned 
thut·they d1dn°t :mte the way the proprietor of the corner drug 
store scr~amed at~en tPis afternoon for liter1ng around the entranoe 
to the s.tore • The group pounced on the idea of beating up the 
proprietor tomorro~ night at cldsing time. You attempted to help 
the group realize that their pro:)osed plan rras not an adequate 
solution to the problem and pointed out tl:e :t:~ouble they could 
i~t into as a result of such bhavior • One of the boys reacted, 
No one is going to call us 0no good bums• for minding our ovrn 
business." You even sugr;ested alternative ways for dealing 
constructively with the situation. Although the bqys agreed 
with your suggestion. you nou have the tee:Hng th~.t they might carry 
out their original plan. What do you see as your professional 
responsibility at 1h1s stage? 
2. tor Group Workers: You are working with ~ yo~ adult group 
that has decided to give a party in the agency. They have also 
decided that they want to serve ,liquor in the punch as a part of 
the refreshments. Serving liquor at parties is against the agency 
policy. What is your professional responsibility in this situation? 
For Caseworkers: You are a caseworker in a hospital. Aclient 
who you are seei116 has cancer and the doctors have inf'onned you 
that she is in immediate need of an operation to stave off the 
pos·-ibili ty of a malignant growth from getting into tl'e blood stream0 
Such a. spread would cause eventual death. In your attempts ·to help 
the client accept the need for the operation you have run into 
a screen of res1sta:noe dv1sed by the client. The doctors called 
you into a conference this >1orni~ and tolll you that if you are 
unable to get the client into the operation room by next werk 
2e~ T,ho~:a : . ...: a. ~o:."kcc : r1 ~/:Jl:.r Cl{;eno:' who .0.2 .. ~oineci. ?o~·ccs ui<J. 
?· Gl"OUp :ln -n-.'; cor.;:mn:."~y .. Go bJ.•ix.g oJ out t11e change of em ugcnoy 
J:;olicy of r/rtich he ; r: i""0:.."'r o:;:,;;.·ticul" He had a:'Gtemr•toct to worJ m:rt 
h.s d.iss..,._ti:f9.c·t-sono :-:~:t·l t:"e p"'·.l.io"· w~;'(jrLl ";h2 c.gcr_cy=b:· g~;Ew 1~:.~ng 
.. ,.-'i.·:':h "·1-,.::, d'~""e"""""" ~~t-,r, "on."'rd a...-r'i "'~:~vf' n 0~""'.:..""'" w"'n"'·lnn· no 41.,b. U'-.J. 1-.~J. ~'0 w.J. LJ \.,;,... [J \l,t .• -.. .-c.~ f. ... h !:.1 v ~ .... .. ... ' """'V.I. e;O 1.. -~ .'lo,..; .. ~ '-.; 1.,- ., 
satia::>t..v~';ilO!l 'tbrou~;h ·thi3 me-~hoC. he :as GJ~.cled .. Chat r ~s c~J.y 
"'"GO()Ul"se is to joln 1~o:r'ces ·"7:U:;h t£;.ls COillllu.ni ty groU_t)o H0 has 
bla~ .. _., ·':r_e agency ~;ol:i.oy in the loce.l commt·.ni. ty c.our:.cL!..~ 'dha t 
would yo-..}. a ttenpt tto do nbou.'G th5.s ;1or~er 0 s bohE.1rim:~? ~lhy? 
(note s~xt_ce for question #2) 
Co Other Value Queetions 
lo Some people feel that seo:tar~nn agenc:tea VYhi.ch place enphaais 
on the value of iclont:lfioation t:-:i..th a oultt:1 .. al OI' r•.::lir;icus group 
are by the very nature of their progrruns irr.posing bal"riera to 
effective inter ... gr•oup rcla·:;ionao Do you believe this is true? 
Is there a conflict bet·eeen tm two~ inte:t"""'g:roup relp..tions and 
cultural or religious grouy identification? 
2c Some Deonle have c:laimcd that social t:ol'"'k values o.re those of 
the middle oiasso is ::tnt entsnt do you thlnlt r;ocial 1.1ork ve.lues 
ere those of the nttddle clusn? 
3o What d(.) you thlrut !.'.1""12: t;ha •Jont:;...,ove:c·s~.al '?C.lue que~-;tions 
confrontlng social workers toda~r? 
